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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In Part 1 of the video above, Project Veritas interviews Jodi O’Malley, a registered nurse who works

for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Indian Health Services branch in Phoenix,

Arizona.

O’Malley is blowing the whistle with taped recordings in which HHS staff express concern and

disgust over the fact that the federal government is hiding and not addressing COVID jab injuries,

which are now Looding hospitals.

Dr. Maria Gonzales, a DHHS emergency room physician, is heard saying that vaccine injuries are not

being reported as required for emergency use medications. She also suspects studies aren’t done

because “the government doesn’t want to show that the … vaccine is full of shit.”

As noted by O’Malley, the public is participating in a Phase 3 drug trial, and that’s the stage when

you would normally collect safety data. It’s the responsibility of everyone involved to make sure that

data are collected and reported. Yet a majority of vaccine injuries are simply written off as

unrelated.

Even when a link is suspected or blatantly obvious, it’s rarely reported because it’s a time-

consuming process. So, “how are we going to say that this [“vaccine”] is safe and approved for

use?” O’Malley asks. O’Malley lost a coworker to the COVID shot. The nurse didn’t want to get it due

to religious objections, but was coerced into it. Shortly after her Yrst shot, she was hospitalized and

died.

‘Evil at the Highest Levels’

Ivermectin, meanwhile, which has virtually no side effects and has been shown to effectively treat

COVID-19, is prohibited within the DHHS. When O’Malley asks Gayle Lundberg, a DHHS pharmacist,

if ivermectin can be given to a patient if the doctor is willing to prescribe it, Lundberg responds:

“I am stuck. I am told you are absolutely not to use [ivermectin] under any circumstances

whatsoever for somebody with COVID, unless you don’t want to have a job. I’m not going to

lose my job over this.”

“This is evil at the highest level,” O’Malley says. “You have the FDA, the CDC, that are both supposed

to be protecting us, but they are under the government, and everything we’ve done so far is

unscientiYc.”

The Nursing Shortage Is a Dictatorship-Made Crisis

We’re now told there’s a massive nursing shortage, and that unvaccinated COVID patients are

causing health care systems to be overwhelmed. September 16, 2021, The Associated Press

reported health care systems in Idaho, Alaska and Montana have started rationing health care as

medical resources are being exhausted from an inLux of COVID-19 patients.

According to the HHS Protect Public Data Hub,  Idaho’s hospitals were at 70.27% capacity as of

September 23, 2021, and only 20.51% of inpatient beds were in use for COVID-19. Idaho’s intensive

care units, on the other hand, were near capacity at 90.8%, with 62.34% of ICU beds being in use for

COVID-19.

These numbers change by the day but, not surprisingly, the inLux is blamed on people refusing to

get the COVID shot. Idaho Department of Health and Welfare leadership reportedly told hospitals to

implement “crisis standards of care,”  meaning allotting ICU beds to patients “most likely to

survive,” while treating other patients with “less effective methods” or palliative care only.

A hospital in Helena, Montana, has also implemented crisis standards of care, as has the

Providence Alaska Medical Center.

However, what many media outlets are not addressing is the fact that medical resources are under

strain due to the enormous numbers of trained medical staff either resigning or getting Yred for

refusing the jabs.

As reported by FEE.org, Houston hospitals “have reached a breaking point” due to the loss of

several hundred hospital workers. Houston Methodist Hospital Yred 150 of its staff, the Harris

Health System is short 250 workers and the University of Texas Medical Branch is short 100:

"’All last year, through the COVID pandemic, we came to work and did our jobs,’ said Kara

Shepherd, a labor and delivery nurse … ‘We did what we were asked. This year, we're

basically told we're disposable’ …

When hospital administrators set their policy — get vaccinated or lose your job — their goal

was to increase vaccination rates of hospital staff. The unintended consequence was a

shortage of nurses and other hospital workers during a deadly pandemic.”

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott has reportedly requested 2,500 out of state nurses to help with the

statewide crisis.  Whether he’ll be able to get them is another question, seeing how states that have

issued the same vaccine mandates are dealing with the same shortage problems. Critical nursing

shortages are reported in South Carolina  and Maryland,  for example, two states where hospitals

have implemented COVID jab mandates.

COVID Hospitalizations or Media Hallucinations?

Of course, with all the fake narratives Loating around, it’s hard to tell whether the COVID crisis is

actually real. Are hospitals struggling simply because they ditched too many of their staff? Are

hospitalized patients there for reasons other than COVID and simply happen to test positive using

faulty PCR testing?

Are vaccine injuries being mislabeled as unvaccinated COVID cases simply because they’re

hospitalized before they’re oicially “fully vaccinated”? Are we seeing an inLux of sick patients due

to vaccine-induced antibody dependent enhancement, which makes you more susceptible to

infection?

It’s virtually impossible to tell what’s what, as the data is being intentionally obfuscated. For

example, you’re not counted as fully vaccinated until 14 days after your second dose,  so if you’re

hospitalized before then, you’re logged as “unvaccinated.” The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention also has two different sets of testing criteria, depending on the patient’s vaccination

status.

Fully vaccinated individuals suspected of having contracted COVID-19 are to be tested using a

cycle threshold (CT) of 28 or less, whereas unvaccinated patients are to be tested using a CT of 40.

Anything over 35 CTs has been shown to produce 97% false positives,  so this biased testing

guidance is blatant in what it’s trying to achieve.

The American Medical Association is also instructing doctors to redeYne COVID hospitalizations as

“deaths” when communicating with media or the public,  and according to whistleblowers, what

the media and hospital administrators are calling Delta cases are really vaccine injuries.

According to a recent study  of hospitalization records, between March 2020 and early January

2021, 36% of COVID hospitalizations were for mild or asymptomatic disease. Between mid-January

2021 and the end of June 2021, that number rose to 48%. So, nearly half of all COVID

hospitalizations may in reality be for other health problems (the patient simply tested positive when

admitted for something else), or for mild infection.

With regard to Idaho, the state changed the way they count available ICU beds September 3, 2021,

which caused the number of available ICU beds to dramatically drop.

Sadly, this is far from a complete list of all the ways in which data are being manipulated and

twisted. But, as you can imagine, even one of these strategies is enough to muddle the waters. Add

them all together and what you have is a situation in which there’s no possible way to get a clear

picture of what’s really going on.

Public Health as an Objective Reality Must Be Rejected

What we do know is that public health data are now being wielded as a weapon to justify any

number of egregious power grabs and governmental overreaches. Hence all the manipulation of

said data.

With each passing day, it’s becoming clearer that a biosecurity state is being erected around us.

People are being stripped of their health, their lives and their livelihoods in the name of public

health. As noted by Christopher Lingle in his American Institute for Economic Research July 29,

2021, article:

“… fear ginned up during the recent pandemic based on pronouncements rePecting ‘expert’

authority caused individuals to stop thinking of health as a personal issue and to embrace

‘public health.’ The notion that ‘public health’ rePects an objective reality must be

challenged, especially since so much focus is on only one among many viruses and on only

one disease among many ailments that aRict mankind.

It is troubling that these political feats of legerdemain have induced many citizens to

accept an artiTcial collective construct, with solidarity dominating individual autonomy and

security elevated over human liberty …

Should citizens resist limits on their individual liberty and rights to achieve collective goals,

authoritarian repression becomes an inevitable instrument to ‘pacify’ the masses.

Such excesses and abuse of State power occurred over a vast range of collectivist

regimes. For example… [o]ne element of the philosophy of the Nazi Party … promoted the

good of the whole over the good of the individual ...

Medical technicians, central to the operations of the Nazi State, perpetuated scientiTc

nostrums of evolution and genetic hygiene based on eugenics to advance racial purity.

Many Nazi supporters in the early days of the regime may never have imagined the terrible

outcomes of following this foul ideology.

As such, caution should be applied to assess the ‘scientiTc’ wisdom that informs anxieties

over deterioration of the natural environment or the health of members of a community.

Just as many of the accepted truths of the Green movement are based upon selective

application of science, so are the ‘truths’ guiding health policies in the time of Covid-19.”

The Importance of Moral Philosophy

Speaking of Nazis, just how and why did so many medical professionals join the Nazi party and

choose to participate in the genocide? In a December 2020 article in Tablet magazine,  bioethicist

Dr. Ashley Fernandes took a deep dive into these questions.

She points out that the one discipline that connects medicine and law is moral philosophy. “Both

law and medicine involve reason and the will, directed toward the good of the person,” she writes.

The Holocaust occurred because moral philosophy was corrupted Yrst. The practice of medicine

then followed in the same tracks.

“ COVID patients are treated to death with
provably ill-advised protocols. This is the result of
allowing a decay of ethics and morals to gain
foothold, and the only people who can stop this
spreading rot is us. Like O’Malley, each and every
one of us must decide what kind of person we want
to be.”

Tragically, we’re seeing the same thing happen now, right before our eyes. Early on in the pandemic,

a nurse stationed at Elmhurst Hospital at the epicenter of the pandemic in New York City blew the

whistle saying patients were being killed for proYt and wrote a book about it.  As soon as hospitals

were given large payments for COVID patients, every patient became a COVID-19 patient.

At Elmhurst Hospital, patients were labeled as COVID-19 even if they had a negative test and no

symptoms. Most were placed on mechanical ventilation, which killed them. Similar stories emerged

from other countries as well.

To this day, around the U.S., doctors, nurses and pharmacists who ought to know better are simply

following orders handed down from above. The pharmacist’s sentiment that “I’m not losing my job

over this,” is probably a common one. Meanwhile, COVID patients are treated to death with provably

ill-advised protocols.

As if that weren’t enough, we’re now seeing hospitals rationing care, and a number of doctors and

health oicials have said the unthinkable out loud, which is that they want to block unvaccinated

people from getting any medical care whatsoever.  Australia is going down that path already. In

other words, some think you don’t have a right to life if you decide not to play medical Russian

roulette and get the COVID jab.

This is the result of allowing a decay of ethics and morals to gain foothold, and the only people who

can stop this spreading rot is us. Like O’Malley, each and every one of us must decide what kind of

person we want to be. There may be a price to pay for refusing to contribute to the gangrenous

machinations underway, but there will be a price to pay if we don’t as well, and it’s likely to be far

more painful in the end.

“Even granting the (disputable) claim that the primary motivation for the Holocaust was

economic or political, the Nazis somehow made the leap from identifying persons as

‘economic drains’ to becoming completely and utterly disposable,” Fernandes writes.

“Physicians, dressed in white coats, gave the imprimatur that indeed, those that were to be

gassed were not human persons at all … Robert N. Proctor (1988) notes that physicians

joined the Nazi party in droves (nearly 50% by 1945), much higher than any other

profession.

Physicians were seven times more likely to join the SS than other employed German males.

Nurses were also major collaborators. The Holocaust should be studied by every health

care professional as a reminder of how sacred the substance of our craft is, and what the

consequences may be if we forget the dignity of persons again.”

Five Lessons to Prevent Another Genocide

Fernandes goes on to list Yve lessons of Nazi medicine that must be remembered and integrated

into medical practice “if medicine is to survive as a profession of healing” and not serve as a tool

for genocide again:

1. Health professionals and society at large must airm a strong personalism — Personalism

posits that “the ultimate unit of value of human life is the individual person herself.” Society is

created for the individual, not the other way around. Hence the dignity and integrity of each

individual person must be held sacrosanct.

2. We must have “rigorous conscience protection for physicians and health care providers” —

Contemporary bioethics favor removal of conscience protection laws and forcing doctors to

perform procedures they Ynd amoral.

Abortion, contraception, circumcision, sterilization and euthanasia are but a few examples.

Forcing health professionals to act against their own conscience breeds the kind of moral rot

we’re now faced with as medical staff act against their better judgment.

3. Airm that science is not a “god” — Science relies on hypotheses, experimentation and testing

of those hypotheses. But it cannot answer whether a medical practice is ethical and morally

good. For that, we need moral philosophy, which is rooted in reason and lived experience. “The

ethical enterprise is therefore both objective (rational) and subjective (experiential),”

Fernandes writes.

4. Health professionals must resist the desensitization to dehumanization, which includes using

derogatory terms to describe patients — As noted by Fernandes, “it is far easier to kill a

‘vegetable’ than a human person … Language alters perception, and perception affects our

ethical calculus.”

5. As a physician, you must vow to exclusively serve the patient, “not some abstracted idea of

‘society’” — Fernandes adds, “Today we seem to be losing more of our commitment to the

individual patient — for there are other ‘gods’ in medicine.

‘Quality of life,’ ‘public health’ or even ‘patient satisfaction’ have become ends in themselves,

not a means to an end … [The] power of the ‘white coat’ demands, if we are to fulYll our

obligations of trust, that we do not serve the state (and its economic interests), nor the

patient’s family … nor any other ‘just cause’ or goal, including our own.”

Help Support Vaccine Awareness Week

The 12th Annual Vaccine Awareness Week from September 26 to October 2, 2021, will feature

important information about vaccine science, policy and law that you can share with your family

and friends.

With every donation you make during Vaccine Awareness Week, you can help support the legal

right to make an informed, voluntary decision about vaccinations. During this week, we’ll match

your donations up to $100,000 to the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a nonproYt

charity advocating for vaccine safety and informed consent rights since 1982.
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Medical MaRa Is Sinking the Health Care System
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

Jodi O’Malley, a registered nurse who works for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Indian Health Services branch in Phoenix,

Arizona, is blowing the whistle on COVID jab injuries

#

A DHHS emergency room physician admits no one is reporting COVID jab injuries, even though it’s required for emergency use medications#

According to media reports, unvaccinated COVID patients are causing health care systems to be overwhelmed. Health care systems in Idaho, Alaska

and Montana have started rationing health care based on probability of survival

#

What many media outlets are not addressing is that medical resources are under strain due to the enormous numbers of trained medical staff either

resigning or getting Yred for refusing the COVID jab

#

Public health data are being massively manipulated and then wielded as a weapon to justify egregious power grabs and governmental overreaches.

In the process, the medical profession has been pushed to the edge of a moral void where patients are viewed as disposable based on their medical

choices
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Will Unvaxxed Get Hit With Higher Insurance
Charges?
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Donate Today

With aggressive efforts by government working with pharmaceutical corporations and medical

trade groups to mandate COVID-19 vaccines and partnering with Silicon Valley and corporate

media to censor public conversations about vaccination and health, it is critical for you to act now

to protect your legal right to make informed, voluntary vaccine choices.

Thankfully, NVIC provides the public with independent, well-referenced information on vaccines and

advocates for the inclusion of vaccine safety and informed consent protections in the public health

system.

Last year, NVIC sponsored the groundbreaking 5th International Public Conference on Vaccination:

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century.

The conference featured 51 speakers from around the world talking about the coronavirus

pandemic and defending liberty in late 2020, just before the government granted vaccine

manufacturers an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to distribute experimental COVID-19

vaccines in the U.S. You can watch or listen to the conference for free here.

Resources Where You Can Learn More

NVIC Advocacy Portal — Become a registered user of this unique free online

communications network that electronically connects you directly with your own

legislators and emails you action alerts with talking points so you can be an effective

vaccine choice advocate in your state.

You can use it to inform your legislators about why it is necessary to protect vaccine

exemptions and your legal right to make voluntary vaccine decisions for yourself and

your children.

Ask 8 Vaccine Information Kiosk — Download brochures and reports on vaccination

and how to recognize vaccine reaction symptoms, as well as posters and web badges

that you can share with your family and friends. Access the illustrated and fully

referenced “Guide to Reforming Vaccine Policy & Law” to educate your legislator

when you advocate for vaccine informed consent rights.

State Law & Vaccine Requirements — You can easily obtain your state’s current

vaccine policies and laws here.

Vaccine Reaction Reporting — Search for and read descriptions of vaccine reaction

reports made to the federal vaccine adverse events reporting system (VAERS). Make

a vaccine reaction report to NVIC.

Cry for Vaccine Freedom Wall — Read real life stories from people who have been

threatened, bullied and sanctioned for trying to make voluntary decisions about

vaccination for themselves or their minor children. Post your own experience.

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to inLuenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief

summary of facts about inLuenza and inLuenza vaccines.
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What is increasingly clear is that people fall ill and die from vaccines and the treatments imposed for Covid, due to the medical tyranny

of Biden and Fauci. While there are complaints, other corrupt people help the medical tyranny. Sheriff Richard Mack urges the

American people to oppose the dictatorship of President Joe Biden. "This Biden dictatorship, it's not a regime, it's not an

administration, this Biden dictatorship is going to be the death of America if we don't stand up and do something," Mack says on "The

Sheriff Mack Show." www.brighteon.com/b1b47165-7744-406e-99ac-bdb3aa16ad06  

NY Gov. Hochul says vaccines are 'from God,' she sends out her own 'apostles' to push jabs. It is incredible that it is so hypocritical and

evil to associate God with vaccines. news.yahoo.com/ny-gov-hochul-says-vaccines-020545182.html   Medical freedom rights attorney

Thomas Renz has announced that nearly 50,000 Medicare patients died within 14 days of being "vaccinated" by the Wuhan

coronavirus. www.lifesitenews.com/news/nearly-50k-medicare-patients-died-soon-after..  

A nurse from Alberta, Canada, has written a letter to debunk the myth that hospitals are being invaded by patients due to the Wuhan

coronavirus. The only crisis is "a personnel crisis that has been brewing for decades." this person expects to be Yred in the next few

weeks for refusing to do a jab- www.henrymakow.com/2021/09/alberta-adopts-draconian-measures.html   The point is that the

approval and application of the medicine has a serious conLict of interest that is dominated by the Pharmaceutical MaYa. drug

manufacturers pay doctors who advise the FDA and "health care providers" are in large corporate practices and clinics run by

managers who follow the protocols passed down by the NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO, and AMA , all of which are inLuenced by Big Pharma.
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The protocol for treating Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes life-threatening and is admitted to

hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many

patients end up dead on ventilators. Dr. Noel, denounces corruption.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/no_author/why-do-doctors-go-along-with-cov..  The resignation of health workers to the

covid-19 vaccine, should alert hospital administrators and the population of the great danger, but the media and false scientists

have caused menticide in a population mass without criteria that it was already polluted by the swamp.

People defend freedom, they defend health, but they are discriminated against. Scientists and doctors who are raising the alarm

are being pushed aside by the false messages CDC, FDA, NIH, AMA, and hospital and university administrators. The passport is

another madness consistent with the 8-month “protection” of the “vaccine” that Dr. Fauci assigns to said biological weapon.

Now in Israel every 6 months. We are facing a planned genocide. Every time you see that experts and defenders of science like

Dr. Mercola and the doctors and scientists invited in their reports are being censored, it is because they are telling the truth.

But instead of the truth, Americans are subjected to the lie, they are brainwashed they see a "conspiracy theory", which is

guaranteeing death by vaccines and by the treatment of Covid. According to Ardis, hospitals dictate the protocols for COVID-19

treatment, and among these protocols include the use of drugs remdesivir, dexamethasone, and vancomycin - drugs, that,

together, can cause serious adverse effects to the body www.brighteon.com/1f44c6af-2c12-43f9-a4a1-2bc2eab410da
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Soon we will Ynd out the truth of Cuomo ...we already know the allegations that he forced care facilities to place elderly but well

people into refrigerated trucks and left to die JUST so that he could use the numbers to justify lockdowns ...32000 died! Seems

this freak of nature Hochel is no different ? vaccines are not health bringing ... nor does most of their other products ... all too

often tainted with a intent from high up to shorten life and to depopulate and control us ! The medical maYa have though

destroyed themselves ...the end of big pharma is coming and we can get back to natural health!
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hi steve49car ~ what I like about your posts is the OPTIMISM you express ~ in the Sea of Negativity that the Snake and his right

hand man Dr Falsie engulf our species and Planet with you provide us with a "what if" solution to the stalemated situation of

abject conformity and neverending stupidity that is the hallmark of Zombie obedience and laziness ~ thank you and "keep it up"
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The governor of NY stood and clapped when NY passed their vile abortion law....and she invokes the name of Elohim? Does she

even realize that nothing good comes from mocking God?  And the mocking is very loud indeed.
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Some great links Gui. Thank you.  And I hope, like Stan comments that Big pHARMa is about to implode as Steve49car

suggests. See my post further down this page on how Clive Palmer (a good millionaire!) has got the New South Wales Premier

Gladys Berejiklian to resign. Palmer told the press that she was being directed by lobbyists who had been paid tens of millions

of dollars by AstraZeneca + PYzer to drive """health""""" policy. Let's pray that corrupt oicialdom will soon be exposed right

around the world and the injurious connection between the Medical MaYa and health is forever destroyed .
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* "When hospital administrators set their policy — get vaccinated or lose your job — their goal was to increase vaccination rates

of hospital staff. The unintended consequence was a shortage of nurses & other hospital workers during a deadly pandemic.” - *

I respectfully disagree. A shortage of Healthcare Workers is an intended outcome, as well as throughout the US & world

economy. Labor shortage & collapse of supply & necessities are a plank in the Digital Taliban's & the Rockefeller PTL, (Pass The

Loot,) Give Us Your Greenbacks' Revolution, encompassing all sector's of the Too Big to Fail's. As winter develops & people's are

driven down to unthinkable levels, just guess who gallops in to "Save us?" The next thing is to complete their agenda meaning a

Great Reset of Digital Taliban takeover. Soup to Nuts. Too Big's, become just ONE BIG Empire.

* " You’re not counted as fully vaccinated until 14 days after your 2nd dose, so if you’re hospitalized before then, you’re logged

as “unvaccinated.” The U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention also has two different sets of testing criteria, depending

on the patient’s vaccination status." * Neat trick, eh? It becomes easier to see how so many are swallowed in fear when such

things are labeled - misinformation & not allowed to see the light of day in Legacy Media.

The good of the whole over the good of the individual? It's not either or, it's both. One can not stand without the other. It's a weird

critter, but they stand on each others shoulders. * "The pharmacist’s sentiment “I’m not losing my job over this,” * While

somewhat understandable is incredibly short sighted. Very likely destroying your health, your ability to even hold a job, possible

death, condemned to spread the offending disease, chaining not only yourself, your family, your neighbors to never ending

booster Jabs. Allowed your existence, but only if those on high deem it, is to lose not only your individualism, but also the

social, the community.
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Great to see your voice Stan, hope you are on the mend back to your appreciated feisty self! ; )
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People need to be aware that the "Lu" shots are now being rolled out! What do you think is going to happen, when the Lemmings

get all their covid shots; followed up by the Lu shot - then, more "booster" shots (if they make it that far). I'm telling you right

now, that it isn't going to be pretty!
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Be aware he starts out with sarcasm & there is some rough language here & there, more information relevant to the oppressive

suppression of truth - www.youtube.com/watch
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I can speak from my husband’s experience that hospitals are 100% denying any treatment unless you’re on deaths door. My

husband was conYrmed to have COVID induced pneumonia via the ER. He was not given IV Luids, no breathing treatment,

absolutely nothing. They kept him in a small room isolated and alone for more than 3 hours until he had to leave the room to

Ynd someone. After that experience we knew they weren’t there to help. They told him to come back if his oxygen level dropped

more. If he waited until they said, he’d likely be dead. Thankfully we have great knowledge in regards to natural treatments and

were very aggressive with his treatment at home. Our doctor was aggressive as well and prescribed the necessary meds to pull

him through. We knew if he went back to the hospital it wouldn’t end well and that’s a scary thought. So we fought like hell and it

worked!
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Thank you very much NW. Reply to their interesting posts

Yes, steve49car, Stan and nothingsound, if bad was Cuomo, Kathy Hochul, for the measures he is taking and his declarations of

associating God with vaccines takes a path that could be worse. The only reason New York hospitals are desperately short of

healthcare workers, of course, is because corrupt government leaders made sure all unvaccinated workers were Yred. Medial

martial law has begun in New York, where Governor Kathy Hochul has announced the mass Yring of unvaccinated healthcare

workers, to be replaced by foreign workers and National Guard troops.

This same pattern of replacement of civilian workers by military troops will be replicated in law enforcement, paramedics,

YreYghters, truck drivers, factory workers and other sectors of the economy that are rapidly collapsing due to covid lockdown

restrictions. The result is that we are witnessing a rapid military takeover of society under the guise of a "state of emergency"

following staff shortages that are actually caused by the government's own policies.

www.brighteon.com/ce8bdd6d-8aab-48ef-b23c-82d2f73937bf
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Yes, Just, above all not to lose health, to resist biological weapons that seek to turn people into transhumans. In Spain there are

no immunity passports, and for now it is not laying off people but they are asking for PCR tests. Look at the differences

between people who know the truth about "vaccines" and those who are addicted to vaccines. Surprising! New York Magazine

ran a story the other day claiming that "fully vaccinated" covid addicts lie about not being "vaccinated" in order to access their

next dose of Biden Booster injections. Entitled "Johnson & Johnson & Regret," Benjamin Hart's article recounts how Hart himself

is deeply disappointed that he took the single-dose J&J injection instead of one of PYzer-BioNTech or Moderna's double-dose

mRNA  injections. because those come with reinforcements.

nationalYle.com/new-york-magazine-runs-piece-about-vaccine-cultists-p..
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Yes Randy, and probably all vaccines in the near future will be mRNA, so we are facing the continuity of a criminal act against

humanity.
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Congratulations !!, thinkinmama, you have saved the life of your dear husband. A great resource to learn about the natural

treatments and protocols that Dr. Mercola has reported because they can save lives. If hospitals would follow the health

guidelines published by Dr. Mercola, many lives would be saved, in addition to much suffering for family and friends.
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Here is a video that proves the ingredient LUCIFERASE is indeed in these Vaccines. www.bitchute.com/.../uW6zf6oWyQJZ

 Nobody that claims to be a follower of Jesus should be injecting anything into themselves which bears the name of Lucifer. If

this isn’t the mark of the beast, it certainly seems to be about as close as you could get. Certainly could be an Abomination of

desolation.
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Blasphemous that Jesus's name came out of her mouth.  Somehow I think God is not happy with the manipulation of the 'God

gene', VMAT2...with the use of chem trails, shots, 5G.  These people are demonic.  Satan is the Father of lies...
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It's impossible not to see through this.  EUA must GO - there are treatments, that means STOP EUA and get that damn

communistic mandate off the soil of the USA!  How can we NOT see an agenda when it's so obvious?  I was reading "themes

and tactics" on the the Vitality Project www.aha.org/system/Yles/media/Yle/2021/07/virality-project-weekly-br..  and was

(shouldn't be) but was shocked at how closely they're looking at us.  My gosh!  Freedom - isn't that what our Lag stands for?
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Gov Kathy Hochul - think she has a conLict? Her daughter-in-law is top lobbyist at pharma Yrm that has sought to inLuence New

York lawmakers. Yes as well as most involved with the COVID hoax.

 dailyclout.io/news-feed-gov-kathy-hochuls-daughter-in-law-is-top-lobby..
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Gui-If a doctor cannot prescribe Ivermectin speciYcally for Covid maybe the doctor can prescribe it for scabies or head lice.

Doctors on a regular basis misdiagnose patients. I am a 69 year old male and on my chart it said I had a total hysterectomy with

ovaries removed. The nurse almost died laughing. That was on my chart for 14 years. I had my gall bladder removed in 2005. So

the doctor could say I have lice or the lice may have Covid LOL. There must be a way to do it without the doctors getting into

trouble. Parasites are everywhere. We could get them from our pets. thelifetree.com/.../parasite-picture-gallery2  ~

www.mrt.com/lifestyles/article/Parasites-can-be-spread-from-pets-to-hu..
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NY Gov. Hochul thinks Fauci is God. Biden, Gates, and Pelosi are his disciples. We are the disposable pawns in this game of

chess. They have no sympathy for any suffering of human life. Suffering equals more money! A side effect from a vaccine or

drug means they get to create a new drug! It's a snowball effect that has essentially put Big Pharma in control of everything. If

people would stop buying their products and seeing doctors the problem goes away. We all have to die some day. Have some

dignity and die YOUR WAY, not BIG PHARMA'S WAY!
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"This is the result of allowing a decay of ethics and morals to gain foothold"   Joe Mercola

The decay of ethics and morals is the result of putting government into the economy, allowing the special interests to take over.

The answer is strict laissez-faire which is the only Godly system.  All other statist systems use State Coercion to override God

given, or nature given, free will and individual rights.  This is the system of contractual rights for all- for providers and for

consumers.  Private property and contract.

There is but one truly important question in political economy- how to block special interests from taking over by hiding behind

"public interest laws."  Government schools must be dissolved.  Fake money exposed and then eschewed.  Replaced by money-

gold and silver coins, NOT issued by government. . .
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ourgreaterdestiny.org/2021/10/emergency-broadcast-to-all-peoples/  I've about had it with the brainwashed group I share information

with and I've just sent this out tonight - it reLects what's being discussed by the presenters in the video above. There is no emergency.

 I am not grateful to those of you who have conformed.  These young people are to be commended for this broadcast.  If you question

what they are saying, then you are beyond stupid.   The document shown here is genuine, or do I have to actually make that statement?

 You can verify it through the legislature in Saskatchewan.

Listen to what Patricia says about speaking with a judge.  What is happening is ILLEGAL AND THE COURTS CAN STOP IT.   I sat with

many judges in southern Ontario and not one of them would support the rubbish that has been imposed upon Canadian citizens in this

so-called pandemic.  But the cases have to be brought before them to be resolved. If you have done nothing thus far to stop this, do

something.  Or you prefer to have nothing and be happy, as Klaus Schwab suggests?  

WHO - the World Health Organization where Bill Gates demanded to have a seat equal to that of a country - because he must think he

owns the WHO.  Have you ever really observed Gates?  When he’s being questioned, multiple times he rocks himself.  That is a sign of

mental illness and unfortunately it appears no psychiatrist is brave enough to come forward and make that statement. We stopped

segregation in the 60’s with protests and passive resistance because we cared.
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Thanks Retsbew, information that does not need veriYcation, because it conforms to a certiYed reality, regarding Gates, Yes, Bill

Gates is a psychopathic philanthrocapitalism that monopolizes or exerts a disproportionate inLuence on the technology

industry, global health and vaccines , agriculture and food policy (including biopiracy and counterfeit food), weather

modiYcation and other climate technologies, surveillance, education and the media. Gates is now promoting the technocratic

"reboot" plan, which includes an aggressive climate change agenda, yet Gates' extensive private jet travel makes him a major

polluter.

As Gates himself says that vaccines are phenomenal proYt makers, saying they are the best investment he has ever made, with

a return of more than 20 to 1. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-tech-monopolizer-rebran..  (09/30/21) All

corruption is covered up by major news outlets like the New York Times and USA Today, as well as NBC News and PBS, and

many many more, who rarely run negative stories about vaccine problems and disasters (deaths). caused by the Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation: they have been paid de facto bribes for their silence.

truepundit.com/bill-gates-gave-hundreds-of-millions-in-bribes-to-msm-n..
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EXCLUSIVE: WOMAN INJURED BY COVID VACCINE PLEADS WITH HEALTH AGENCIES FOR HELP, AS LOCAL NEWS AGENCY

KILLS STORY AFTER PRESSURE FROM PFIZER. Kristi Dobbs, a 40-year-old dental hygienist from Missouri, said she can no

longer work after being injured by PYzer’s COVID vaccine. She has spent the past nine months pleading with U.S. health

agencies to research the neurological injuries she and others are experiencing in hopes of Ynding a treatment. But the story

never ran because, according to the reporter, a “higher up” at PYzer pressured the news agency to drop it.

“I had full-body paresthesia, internal tremors/vibrations, essential tremors in my hands, tremors in my arms and legs, fatigue,

brain fog, muscle pain and weakness, pelvic pain, irregular menstrual cycles that included heavy bleeding and thick clotting,

skin rashes, tinnitus, temperature regulation issues, swollen lymph nodes, loss of appetite, weight loss, dizziness/balance

issues, blood pressure regulation issues, neck pain, headaches, heart palpitations, convulsions or pseudo seizure at night and

insomnia.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kristi-dobbs-injured-pYzer-covid-..  (09/30/21)
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Gates is obviously out of control.
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Covid is the Greatest Hoax of all time - period! Retsbew; you are the Yrst person, next to me, who I've even heard mention that

"rocking"...what could be more obvious, illustrating that billy boy has serious mental problems! He is a stone cold psycopath!
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Appreciate the information, Retsbew.  Sadly, the  link you provided has been blocked.  This is the message  I get when trying to

access it: “ Look out, your Virgin Media child safe settings have blocked this site.  We think this site may contain material

unsuitable for children so it’s been blocked by your account’s web safe settings”. This is the third instance of blocking or

censorship I have experienced in the last two weeks. I contacted my internet provider to investigate but just got the run around.

I understand that some unsuitable sites may be blocked but yours sounds appropriate for all age groups. It seems censorship is

widespread.
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Just received this  https://youtu.be/b8xY5qJ991I
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Hi Cabochon, "Justbev2" has posted this link that I just tried and it works:  https://youtu.be/b8xY5qJ991I   The province of

Saskatchewan in Canada is losing rights and this is similar to what's happened in Australia.  This is the URL to the oicial

document, which is shocking.  yl9wj1huk5pejen62zybt2w8-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/20..
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That link worked, thanks, Retsbew  and I have downloaded the document, which in itself is really a declaration of war. These

stated intentions by those in power are similar to the actions of Na-zi stormtroopers before World War II - driving people from

their homes at gunpoint  - this time on the fake pretext of an emergency. These governors are awarding themselves the power

to act based, of course, on a lie as there is no emergency.  Also, as in Na-zi Germany, the judiciary will not be much help if they

are either terrorised into submission or bribed to keep quiet.

Once the military are called into action, then the war has started in earnest and yes, those who bear arms must be resisted with

arms.  It’s signiYcant that Boris Johnston has threatened to bring in the military to supposedly man the petrol pumps or drive

the trucks when there is a shortage of drivers. There is a shortage of drivers, mainly because they must pay for their own HGV

training, are paid less than £10 per hour if you include the rest periods required by law which are unpaid. There is, of course no

petrol crisis except for the one artiYcially created by government itself, encouraging  panic buying and queueing at petrol

stations providing a weak excuse to bring in the army.  Lies, more lies and then more lies.
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Cabochon, what the great majority of the sheople don’t understand is that the UK coronavirus emergency act of March 2020 is

an ENABLING ACT, virtually giving dictatorship powers to BJ’s government. If these same sheople had the brains they weren’t

born with, they would know that Hitler employed the same type of act in 1930’s Germany. And we all know the story there. It

would make you weep.
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Such great information Retsbew, if this doesn’t wake people up, nothing will. Thankyou for sharing.
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The Coronavirus Act, 2020, as you remind us, Glastian, was based on the idea that Governments can invoke emergency powers

but rests on the assumption that an emergency exists, which as we know existed only in the minds of the corrupted media but

presumably also in the members of Parliament who voted the legislation through. Both the 2020 and 2004 Acts have chilling

echoes of Hitler’s March, 1933 “Enabling Act”.  Under the Civil Contingencies Act, 2004 , the deYnition of an emergency included

events involving illness, loss of life, or disruption to health services or food supplies and included powers to:-prohibit or require

the movement of people to or from speciYed places; prohibit assemblies of certain kinds; create offences of failing to comply.

 Hitler’s Law to “Remedy the Distress of the People” March 23, 1933 became the cornerstone of Adolf Hitler's dictatorship. The

Act allowed him to enact laws, including ones that violated the Constitution. Since the passage of this law depended upon a

two-thirds majority vote in parliament, Hitler and the Nazi Party used intimidation and persecution.

encyclopedia.ushmm.org/.../the-enabling-act

lordslibrary.parliament.uk/coronavirus-emergency-legislation
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i'm a 93 year old widow. I loved Gui's message on 2 Corinthians 4:16-18  Though our outward man  perish, yet the inward man is

renewed day by day. My earthly body is growing old, but inwardly I am growing closer to my God. Being close to God is our Hope and

Salvation.      Patricia Grimes
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Bless your heart!   I love you with Gods Almighty Love!!!
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chiamiller
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I am not close to 93 yet but even now, I get excited thinking about closing my eyes here and opening them with the Lord.  I love

how you explained what you're feeling.  It is so comforting in believing because there is no fear of death.  The people I see

walking around paralyzed in fear is heart breaking.  So afraid of dying they're willing to stop living.  thank you for your words  :-)

xxxx
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Amen Patricia. What we're seeing is temporary.... God is eternal.
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The medical establishment is creating their own grave.  The workings within are shattering.  Many don’t on the outside do not see this.

I am not on the inside but have friends who are..and what they are saying is what I am sensing; the shattering of the current system.

 Doctors whose oath of Yrst do no harm are hiding beneath whatever cover they can Ynd....the pulling of ivermectin and anything else

that does work is a crime against humanity and doctors are going with it.  They are not doctors.  Hospitals are nothing more than

areas of death watches.  The system is crumbling...and crumbling faster than most note if they note at all.  

It is not just the medical system; it’s the educational system as well.  Parents going head-to-head with administrators, governors,

schools boards...it is everywhere. This year alone national enrollment decreased by 13 percent.  That is huge.  Students are going to

private schools, but mostly homeschooling.  Parents are confronting school boards with the pornographic material, CRT material, the

sexual material being presented. There is a crumbling. Most are looking at the front door of events....they don’t look at the back....it’s

not as events seems.  The back door is crumbling but the front door looks strong and growing while the back can barely hold its load.

I am not trying to be cryptic or mysterious...I have no other way to describe what I am seeing and mostly sensing.  Everything is not as

it seems and it is the wickedness, the evil of what is going on knowing they are ready to crumble.  There is a shift..can any one else

see it?  Sense it?  I am not saying things won’t get slightly worse.. it won’t hold. Watch and listen at the back door of things...don’t look

at this directly...it’s all a front of strength where is none.  And again, apologies if I sound cryptic or mysterious..
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you sound correct to me
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nothingsound - thank you for reminding everyone that challenges are happening in many areas.  It's all too easy to gnash our

teeth and forget that, or actually be unaware of that because of the censorship and Ylthy deceit desparately trying to hide it.  I

like that you mentioned looking at the back door of things and that the "front of strength" is an illusion - or all p1$$ and w1nd as

my 90year old mother in law would say (and she is as posh as the Queen, here in the UK).
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nothingsound, You ask if someone else can see it? Yes, I also see that the whole system is falling apart.  And in good time! I

have written a long paragraph similar to what you have put. And if: "it sounds cryptic or mysterious" as you say, without

hesitation, because it is. Here no one hallucinates: only what anguishes is denied, rationalizing causes to inYnity. And I didn't

publish it because I see that most of the people are desperately wanting everything to continue working as it was, ... but that it

doesn't hurt! Pretending that everything was Yne, that our world was a paragon of goodness and justice. Don't change your

habits, that's the point. Keep traveling, going to the supermarket; paying for heavy work ... as little as possible; inventing rights

... etc.

That's impossible. Being born is not easy. And it is not about accepting satanic resets, but about turning the heart to Truth. Not

in vain does no one comment on biblical or theological publications, not even because of their poetic Light, except in

specialized sites. The contemporary emergence of current prophecies is not exposed either: they would enter the catalog of

pseudosciences in a jiffy. Is it because they would not pass the test of being scientiYcally veriYable, replicable ad inYnitum and

all that? God's ideal passing the slide test ... at the hands of an arrogant insect.
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I agree with everything you stated. I'm grateful my son is grown so no more Yghting with school system, and I do my best to stay

away from doctors/hospitals. My co-workers wife is a teacher she is trying to get away from teaching in local elementary

school, sad because she's a great teacher from what I've been told and loves kids.
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Yes, I sense the same thing.  But I think things will get much, much worse before most people wake up - if they ever do.  Many

people are so committed to their view of reality that nothing at all will ever break through their denial.  I have family members

who are like this.  It's  freaky. Their denial is tantamount to psychosis.

They deny that the adverse reactions they got from their covid injections were caused by the injection - for any or no reason -

maybe the symptoms they suffered aren't on the "oicial" list of vax reactions, (which list nothing more than a slightly sore arm

and a few general Lu-like symptoms such as fever and transient body aches or fatigue) and / or maybe their symptoms didn't

develop within 24 to 48 hours of getting the shot.  

They suffer from Stockholm syndrome:  worship of their abusers, and a complete inability to see what is being done to them.

 They are willing participants in their own destruction.  These brainwashed, pathetic people are as dangerous as the

masterminds who control the evil agenda which is being implemented upon us. This is what we're up against - masses of

hypnotized, willfully ignorant "happy slaves."
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thank you for your words.  It is motivating to hear that more are awake than we realize.  FREEDOM!
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Izzy, i bet she cd Ynd LOTS of work right now as a private tutor!   Of course that does not come w all the beneYts but at least she

wd have peace of mind and wd be working with parents who are all like-minded ( not sheep )  Right there it’s worth it.   Or she cd

rent or purchase  space to start her own little private school and she cd set her own rules!
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Nothingsound, the Yrst clue of a desperate and FAILING system is they start CREATING problems and making MANDATES to

solve those problems. This administration and our medical system are collaborating in doing both. They are in crisis mode. I

hope everyone sucks it up and accepts that pink slip. They are already short handed. They think they can Yre another 10 to 20%

of the workforce and stay in business? Biden will TRUMP Jimmy Carter as the worst president in our lifetime.
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This medical tyranny didn't just suddenly happen. It's been going on for a very long time (decades). It is why I vowed in the 6th grade to

become a better problem solver and I adopted the "ScientiYc Method for Problem Solving" (SMPS) as my rulebook. You approach

every problem and use the SMPS to solve it. It takes time, but you will soon change the way you approach problems. Things you took

for granted to be true will one day put you in a state of shock when you learn it was a LIE!

My favorite example is cholesterol. You get it checked and you notice it is higher. You automatically eat less fat because you've been

brainwashed to think dietary  fat  is what causes high cholesterol. Your next exam shows your cholesterol is even higher. Your Doc

points out the trend and recommends you eat more Yber and less fat. When you tell the doc you already did that he/she says eat less

meat and more fruits/vegies/WHOLE GRAINS. They schedule a follow-up appointment and BAM, your cholesterol is so high it requires

STATINS! Had you been scientiYc minded and used the SMPS you would have pointed out the obvious and that is the diet protocol

doctors use for lowering cholesterol doesn't work. What do you do once you Ygure this out? You do the opposite and see if there's an

improvement using the same SMPS.

That's when you have the lightbulb moment! You switch from a grain based diet void of all fats to a fat based diet void of most grains

and suddenly your cholesterol plummets! Your doctor congratulates you and that's when you tell him "I'm getting most of my calories

from fat". It helps if you have your own testing equipment. Otherwise, these problems can take years to solve. You can buy your own

equipment. I did! You will be BLOWN AWAY at all of the medical myths you debunk that doctors are still Yrmly behind today. You can

FREE YOURSELF from doctors and pharmaceuticals and you can do it with diet and exercise! NO VACCINES required. Just walk away

from the medical system!
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sound advice Jam ~ regards stan
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Countries that don't have an obesity crisis are doing just Yne today with Covid-19. If you ask a doctor in S. Korea if dietary fat

causes high cholesterol they will all say NO! My wife is S. Korean and she still can't believe doctors in the USA recommend a low

fat diet and more grains to lower cholesterol. This pandemic that has hit the USA like a freight train is mostly due to ALL OF THE

PAST 50 YEARS of medical "misinformation".

Statins are a death sentence. If you want to die from Covid-19 just get a statin prescription and start taking it. Within 3 to 9

months you will go into a metabolic state called Metabolic Syndrome. You will rapidly gain weight right at the belly button. Your

blood pressure will most likely increase. All of those side effects affect mostly men over 40. Women tend to not get Metabolic

Syndrome, but have a greater tendency to become Type-2 Diabetic (EVEN WORSE). Your Vit-D will plummet to below 20. Your

fatty acids and COQ10 levels will also plummet as will your Zinc, Magnesium, and several other key elements. Those are the

problems most of the people dying from Covid-19 have. When autopsies are performed, most people dying from Covid-19 have

3 or more of these "pre-existing" conditions I just listed. Statins make sure you have at least 2 of those conditions.
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jamNjim, There's also the change in what is considered "high" cholesterol. I don't see a doctor often, so it had been about eight

years since my last blood work. I went through the lab reports and compared to my old ones. My total cholesterol in both was

134. In the old report, that was Yne, but the new one said my level was too high. Of course, my HDL was high, so I'm not worried

anyway.
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Excellent point jamNjim. Barry Groves covers cholesterol and several other myths in his 2003? book "Trick and treat." Still very

relevant and he also suggests decent alternative approaches to some recurring general health issues.
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Yes jamNjim. Dr. Mustafa Altay stressed that 71% of all deaths in the world were caused by chronic conditions, such as

hypertension, obesity and diabetes. In people over 65, diabetes and obesity are twice as high, while hypertension is three times

more frequent, he added. "These diseases disrupt the functioning of the immune system in various ways and cause a

predisposition to some infections," he said. "Based on patient data in China, 80% of coronavirus deaths were seen at the age of

60 or older."

The data shows that approximately 40% of the patients who died from the coronavirus have hypertension and 20% have

diabetes. "According to information from Italy, 95% of deaths were observed at the age of 60 years or older, and hypertension

was detected in approximately 75% of patients and diabetes in 35%," he said.

www.aa.com.tr/en/health/chronic-illness-raises-risk-from-covid-19-expe..   An article in The Lancet reports on Obesity could

shift severe COVID-19 disease to younger ages.

When the pandemic hit Johns Hopkins Hospital in late March 2020, younger patients began to enter our ICU, many of whom

were also obese. An informal survey of colleagues who run ICUs at other hospitals across the country yielded similar results. At

this time, news editorials pointed out obesity as an underestimated risk factor for COVID-19. This risk is particularly relevant in

the US. USA Because the prevalence of obesity is around 40%, compared to a prevalence of 6.2% in China, 20% in Italy and 24%

in Spain.
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Severe disease involves bilateral interstitial pneumonia requiring ventilatory support intensive care unit and may evolve into

adult respiratory distress syndrome with high mortality. In a data set of 265 patients (58% male patients), we found a signiYcant

inverse correlation between age and BMI, in which younger people admitted to the hospital were more likely to be obese. There

was no difference by sex.

Obesity can restrict ventilation by preventing diaphragm excursion, impairing immune responses to viral infection, is

pro-inLammatory, and induces diabetes and oxidative stress to adversely affect cardiovascular function. It is concluded that in

populations with a high prevalence of obesity, COVID-19 will affect younger populations more than before.

marlin-prod.literatumonline.com/pb-assets/Lancet/pdfs/S014067362031024..  

Declining vitamin D in obese people is a constant Ynding across all ages, ethnicities, and geographies. This may not always

reLect a clinical problem. Obese people need higher loading doses of vitamin D to achieve the same serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D

as normal weight. The fat solubility of vitamin D leads to the hypothesis that a sequestration process occurs in body fat

deposits, resulting in lower bioavailability in the obese state.

www.ingentaconnect.com/content/wk/coedo/2017/00000024/00000006/art0000..
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One more for the weekend?

Stew Peters interviews Dr Dev Zelenko, one-on-one, "Dr. Zev Zelenko EXCLUSIVE: Stew Peters 1-on-1 Explosive Interview

Exposes COVID Lies! | Stew Peters" - www.bitchute.com/.../nPI4HtcDUym9  - its about a 1 hr long show. Got your popcorn?

BTW -  a stunning discussion for everyone to listen to.
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Thank You everyone, especially Real and Gui for those links!
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Murder for money... for money...an imaginary substance...think about it...
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It has been written by some that once you get the shot and your DNA is modiYed, you are no longer human in fact and in LAW. In

my view this would mean that if that person was killed it would NOT be murder. I would like a lawyer to comment on this- any

takers? If so, this would be very signiYcant and provide a possible way out of this mess. Follow the subtitles on this to the end

(this is scary): rumble.com/vn18y8-this-priest-found-out-the-hard-way-deny-it-if-you-wa..
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No, not murder for money, although it is nice that those on death row pay for the rope they are hanged with. Money has been

available for the monsters since 1972 (by the time, apparently, no gold was left in Fort Knox) at the taxpayer's expense. The

game is about full control and extermination by lethal injections.
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Money- gold and silver- is not imaginary.

The existing system of fake money is imaginary, and is causing most problems.
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Some very important "Whistle-Blowing" in Australia.   New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian has resigned.  Two weeks ago Clive

Palmer told the press that she was being directed by lobbyists who had been paid tens of millions of dollars by AstraZeneca + PYzer to

drive "health" policy. twitter.com/.../1443860140806098950  Clive Palmer is the man who bought millions of  life-saving antiviral

Hydroxychloroquine tablets to help save Australian lives and stop lock-downs.  However, the despicable "health" bureaucrats did

everything they could to ban and block this life saving antiviral.  

Let's hope that Clive Palmer's revelations leads to the exposing of many more corrupt oicials around the world. He has a website

which continues to promote the use of HCQ and Ivermectin.

www.palmerfoundation.com.au/hydroxychloroquine-stories-as-it-happens-t..   Meanwhile in the USA Senator Rand Paul explodes the

fake-science of  the tyrannical bureaucrat pushing the deranged jab agenda:

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/rand-paul-drops-the-moab-on-xavier-becer..
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hi Newlands ~ thank you for the links
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Thanks NW, on ivermectin: On Monday, the pharmaceutical giant announced to the world that it is launching an “accelerated”

Phase 2/3 trial for a “new” covid prophylactic pill that, oddly enough, sounds like ivermectin under a new name. PYzer says its

"new" drug for the Wuhan coronavirus will act as a "potent protease inhibitor." Ivermectin happens to do exactly the same thing,

which is why some now jokingly call this "new" drug "PYzermectin." They have sequestered certain elements of real ivermectin

and used them to create a new proprietary "drug" that will likely cost orders of magnitude more than the actual product,

generating a massive new proYt stream for PYzer. Meanwhile ivermectin is hard to come by in North America, even though it

has saved millions of lives in India, Brazil and elsewhere where it is available to the public.

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/pYzer-launches-Ynal-study-covid-drug-that..
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Like ivermectin, betadine is being called "dangerous" by the powers that be because it protects and heals without the need for

hand sanitizer, masks, "shots" and locks, and because a bottle of betadine costs only a few dollars. It turns out that early

treatment with betadine, both as a nasal spray and as an oral irrigation, is one of the best preventative remedies for the Fauci

Lu, as it helps to greatly decrease the viral load. Dr. Eric Hensen, a Texas board certiYed otolaryngologist, says that iodine is

generally recognized and well established as having broad spectrum antimicrobial activity against bacteria, viral, fungal and

protozoal pathogens and has been used as an antiseptic for infection prevention and wound care for decades"

https://youtu.be/_MqA60w0wdE  ~ www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-move-over-ivermectin-the-media-is-now-..
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Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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Ivermectin from PYzer? To the cynic in me, sounds like an opportunity to lace real ivermectin with the kill shot. If it ever hits the

market, would be good to get an analysis of the contents.

Slightly off subject, here is an excellent breakdown of the Pseudo Pandemic by Iain Davis, a bit long but worthwhile

covid-unmasked.net/.../P307e81B.pdf
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was a nurse for Yve years. Left a few years ago when they started forcing FLU vaccines on us. The entire system is corrupt as the

government. Most of the staff is ignorant or willing. If you want good medical care do your research. There are a few brilliant

professionals out there but you have to Ynd them. If you go to the run of the mill hospital your are gambling with your life. Get healthy

and stay that way. Hospitals imo are one step from death sentences for most.
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM
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My friend who's a naturopath and herbalist said to me, "When you go to the emergency room, you are stepping into the lion's

den, just be aware of that."
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mdbrown7111, Pharma's dream again - lifelong, compulsory medication. And, you can still infect people after  the Lu jab.  I have

a regular local INR check after a valve replacement for a genetic problem. The nurse I see there was saying last year she would

never have a Lu jab, for the reason above, as she didn't want to infect patients.  I mentioned the common sense of it at the time

it to friends.  Recently, after reading about  a compulsory Lu jab for medical staff in the UK,  I asked how she would cope with

that. She replied tetchily that there is no compulsion and she ALWAYS has a Lu jab. Seriously: Are these people being

hypnotised by the power of authority in some way? I'm also thinking of those nurses who felt compelled  to administer lethal

doses of sedative Midazolam at UK care homes. Surely this is 'Milgram experiment' in action.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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The shortage of personnel, & changing the way available services & resources are counted are NOT unintended consequences.  It's

part of the drama & set for their planned change....just like the White House show & set where Biden supposedly took the 'booster'

shot, rolling his long-sleeved dress shirt up over his shoulder.  (Try doing that once men.) ....What was it Psaki mockingly said?  It

might just be an episode of The White House or Veep? something like that.   Jesuit theater.

Those designated for elimination before antichrist takeover, with suicient suffering & carnage for the takeover to be viewed as a

'salvation'.....are minorities & Bible believers, blue collar welfare recipients (the white collar welfare cronies see themselves as

'superior' due to their initiation into the 'knowledge', the 'superior' way; Sun Tzu 'necessity' etc ),  & any other person with a higher moral

anchor than man alone, whether its anchored to some cult of men & devils by tradition, philosophy & blind faith in any seducing, lying

spirit of hypocrisy....or those truly conscientiously acknowledging the evident truth in the Creation & scripture to (or on the way to) the

new birth & guidance of the Holy Spirit where true salvation & freedom from the fear of death & man are found.  

You can't do real science without assuming the standards of God's natural law evident in the creation at least.  So higher level

scientists, informed historians etc are threats....just call it 'western' or 'white' superiority & get rid of it, right?  You can do that if people

abandon truth, love their sin more than truth, & are dumbed down & protected, insulated from natural consequences by handlers,

'confessors', managers, etc.  The number of utterly insane blind faith-in-men, blind faith-in-self types playing God....and calling that

irrational religious position 'science', is actually very small.   It requires a much higher level of willful self-lobotomy, denial and selective

sight to justify that one.
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Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM
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Graphene Outcomes? Neural Lace is when nanoparticles form a web around the brain so that it picks up brainwaves but can also send

wave information to the brain. Neural link picks up the frequencies from Neural Lace then ampliYes them, programs the brain and

connects it to a Starlink network (AI remote control). Starlink are the Satellites.These things are owned by Elon Musk. He has also

been seen on video talking about graphene, one atom thick, and able to be injected. There are now claims from Pathologists about this

product being found in vials. SpaceX is the delivery system for Starlink. Stranger than Yction? If this is correct then the message is to

never get tested or injected because AI technology is far more advanced than we realise. CairnsNews
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM
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And we are still concerned about viruses ...!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Starlink is concerning. It's nothing but a way to track you. I'm not quite into believing they will be programming us with this

technology. That's a stretch!! I'm 200% convinced they will digitally tracking us. We will have to carry something like a passport

everywhere we go that will have everything about us (vaccine status) digitally stored. Without it, you won't be able to buy

anything or enter public spaces. Anyone caught without their digital passport will be arrested! I suspect it will be implanted into

us.
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Hi All!  I am with you RichardN, it makes sense to me from what i've read.  I think they are trying with the Graphene, to turn us

into ArtiYcial Mind antennae - "transceivers", like a lame copy of what we have naturally, God’s Consciousness psychic

transmitter / receivers.   How else are they going to completely overtake / invade / conquer / master / enslave humanity's free

will and power?    ● This link is Stew Peters and Dr Carrie Madej:  What's in the Vaccine??.  It shows slides of the jab potion, as

seen under a microscope.  Looks like a creepy nanosized form of intelligence.  www.bitchute.com/.../Sjnc2UfJ23JD    ●  a

compilation vid - on the subject of "graphination" and so much more.. :

odysee.com/@SkyDomeAtlantis:4/trim.49E8960E-9CD0-4EBE-A59C-BDAA65BD566..
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lenny084
Joined On 6/19/2012 7:24:34 PM
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168 out of 200 tested positive to HIV after receiving the "vaccine" in QLD Australia , apparently one of the secret ingredients???
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Terrible !, lenny084. Also, the research carried out in the search for a polio vaccine included "passing" the poliovirus through

monkeys, a process that led to some of the vaccines becoming contaminated with a cancer-causing ape virus. After SV40 was

originally detected in the Salk and Sabin vaccines that had been administered to millions of children around the world, the

scientiYc community held their breath and wondered if these children would develop cancer when they were young or later as

adults. In fact, cancer rates in both children and adults have risen steadily for the past 60 years. But the few epidemiological

studies that looked for a direct link between SV40 and human cancer provided inconsistent conclusions.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cancer-causing-simian-monkey-virus..  (09/30/21)
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Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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The HIV virus-part of covid,  is actually a building block in the "nano-particle aggregate instructions" created in the bio-hazard

labs, and packaged in a lipid-hardener. Judy Mikovits PhD, Robert Malone MD, & others explain that in vids, articles, books

(Mikovits), and  talks. Google "chimera-virus"...a good place to start to understand the problem.
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Lenny, that information is very worrying.  Do you have a source for this?  Thanking you in anticipation
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Where did you read this? I'm in Qld Australia
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AIDS is just as much of a fake as CV is. The pseudo-medical establishment is inventing diseases for which the "cure" is lethal...

Not all lethal injections are created alike, because the injected would die off too quickly. In Spain, a batch of PYzer was analyzed

a few months ago and 99.99% of the contents was "only" graphene oxide. Alternatively, genetic strains of autoimmune diseases

and/or deadly poisons have been identiYed in various shots. According to a few recent autopsies, besides spike protein, metal

deposits have been found in vital organs.
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Here is a theory I'm working on. I can't prove it yet. Fauci's name is written all over it. These are the clues: 1) S. Korea uses an

HIV antiviral to treat Covid-19 because there is an HIV protein spliced into this virus according the the DNA sequencing that was

done and they have the most successful CURE rates for this infection! 2) Fauci was at the forefront of all of the HIV research

during the 80's/90's. 3) Fauci was at the forefront of all of the coronavirus GOF research 4) Anthony Fauci discredited

Hydroxychloriquine for covid-19 after telling the world it is a miracle cure for it's 1st cousin virus Sars-Cov-1 5)

Hydroxychloriquine has proven results to suppress the destructive autoimmune problems caused by HIV......

You see where I'm going with this. It all has ties to FAUCI! Hydroxychloriquine, HIV, GOF, Coronaviruses, etc... FAUCI FAUCI

FAUCU... My theory is that this vaccine destroys the spike protein, the virus falls apart, and the other proteins are then released

and one of those is HIV!! So anyone who gets this vaccine and then gets infected with Covid-19 will contract HIV! I know it is a

long shot, but this man is hell bent on killing everyone on this planet. He must be taken down. I can't Ynd the link to this, but it

was Fauci that was trying to infect the world with a virus that would make them immune to HIV. Gates was one of the major

contributors/funders to that research. None of it worked.
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Means nothing with no one held accountable. Whistleblowers come and go like the wind and more will come, but Fauci still calling the

shots, Gates telling us what is coming and NIH receiving funding blah blah blah. ZERO ACCOUNTABILITY!
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America is dead- We’re supposed to be the most advanced nation on the planet yet this ridiculous example above makes us  look like

100 circus clowns running in chaos through the crowds, walkways and stage. Clearly the inmates are running the asylum!!
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes katndognco,  total madness, not only in America, but also in many countries such as Israel and the United Kingdom that

with high rates of vaccinated are rushing to biological reinforcement weapons, while in hospitals the most serious patients are

those vaccinated. What is called "vaccination" against SARS-Cov-2 is indeed a crime against humanity. In just four months,

COVID-19 vaccines have killed more people than all available vaccines combined from mid-1997 to late 2013, a period of 15.5

years. And the people most affected are between 18 and 64 years old, the group that was not in the Covid statistics. We ask that

you immediately stop this ungodly medical experiment on humanity.

We are in a medical experiment to which the Nuremberg Code must apply. The 10 Ethical Principles in this document represent

a fundamental code of medical ethics that was formulated during the Nuremberg medical trial to ensure that human beings are

never again subjected to inadvertent medical procedures and experimentation.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/gary-g-kohls/we-for-humanitys-urgent-plea-..
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Necessity is the Mother of Invention as the saying goes. The reason this country was great is related to this old phrase of

wisdom. The creativity will diminish when the last light of freedom fades. They condemn capitalism;  but that is what drives

advancement, king of the hill so to speak. The mental prowess glows bright to get ahead; but take away the get ahead and it

becomes “what’s the use?” Don’t relate this to Billy, he did not create, he marketed. Same for Facey, he stole an idea and ran with

it. Why is it that all the mundane societies come here to steal ideas and ingenuity? Because they have no creativity, they have

stagnated mental growth.

Now we have the biggest group of thieves ever known in history, they stole this country out of jealousy of not having real mental

‘gold’. The king of these morons sits upon our thrown, not a real king, just an oice cleaner who sits in the commanding chair

while everyone is home asleep. “Look at me, I’m in charge.”
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kat, its been that way for many, many years...probably since the beginning, in my opinion.  So many atrocities and blood on the

hands of many of our present and past politicians, usually in bed with business and corporate interest.  No wonder the US is

hated by so many the world over.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History repeats itself. Germany was supposed to be the most advanced country in the world during the holocausts. Now the

USA is repeating what they did.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden has progressed from small time plagiarist and liar to the world's biggest ever fraudster, and now to a genocidal maniac who

could overtake Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot and Mao as the most proliYc murderer in modern history.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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I don't know what he is, exactly. He really "believes" in the vaccine as he's now had his booster. That's 3 vaccines!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GoldCoaster ~ I don't believe that Biden has had any vaccine ~ why would a "liar and crook" honestly declare his vaccine

status??
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e_g5680
Joined On 11/16/2014 1:22:46 AM
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Unfortunately, I couldn’t agree with you more.  I’m so disappointed.  I sincerely believed he would be the moderator from the

blockages Trump.  Guess rhis is why it’s called going from the frying pan into the Yre.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Step, Biden wanted to be like JFK and instead has become Karl Marx.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Gold Coaster, do you really believe he got the jab? That's a political stunt! It's all smoke and mirrors. The only reason anyone

would make a political show of getting vaccinated is because they are LYING!
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craigco46
Joined On 3/24/2012 3:14:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am deYnitely not a fan of Biden (or Trump for that matter)  However,  you guys that think Biden (and Trump) is lying about

getting the vaccine have no proof of that and only assuming or guessing that he didn't.  I think both of them did get the vaccine

but I have no proof that they did either.  But quite frankly, I don't give a damn one way or the other if they did or didn't.  It doesn't

affect me in any way.
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM
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bi-den is shot up w a whole lot of other synthetics tho  :)  a  'can't be for real '  junkie ~  sinister + gaga
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will the media tell the truth? When will Doctors come forth and say stop this madness ? People are waking up but will anyone

admit they listened to lies and believed them? My own son called and said he has vaccine remorse! Thank God! Now the rest of the

world needs to speak up!!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The doctors are the madness. They are in"doctor'nated (indoctrinated). They are taught that there's no such thing as a "CURE".

You can only treat/manage the symptoms. Just give up on the medical system. The sooner everyone realizes they give up all

quality of life and their freedoms when they accept HEALTHCARE into their life the sooner they can move on. I have a degree in

science and there is NOTHING scientiYc about our medical system. It is 500% proYt driven. You would be much better off

putting your faith in GOD!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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I found it so interesting that no one wants to report adverse reactions because it takes 1.5 hours to Yll out the form!!!!!  As if docs and

nurses don't have enough paperwork .  .  .  DeYnitely a deterrent, purposely designed, I suppose.  Husband has been really harassed at

work because he won't take the jab, and he supposes that he will lose his, uh, well-compensated job.  The work force at the plant is

only 48% vaccinated (mostly Hispanic).  He wants to quit now but I told him maybe he was born for such a time.  If he gets Yred for not

succumbing to the pressure to take the jab, he might be an example for others under him to stand up also.  The company would fold if

they Yred all their work force who did not take the jab .  .  .
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Joined On 9/14/2021 7:58:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may work the other way also.  If he gets Yred others may decide that they need their pay cheques and rather than lose their

jobs they will take the 'jab'.
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee, he should certainly stand, but be looking for another job. The handwriting is on the wall. How many companies will stand

against the threat of huge Ynes for unvaccinated workers? How many will Yght it in court? Not many, in my opinion. His

company is between a rock and a hard place. Should the workers resist, they will be Ynished. If they succumb, some of them

will be dead or sick. Either way, there will be suffering. His company may go under if they have to Yre a bunch and not be able to

replace them.
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denicehubbardsbcglobal.ne
Joined On 9/15/2011 9:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's so diicult to understand about a pandemic, similar to the pandemic of 1918.  Either take the vaccine or not and see how that

goes.  Darwinism in action.  The strongest will survive based not only on physical health but also on intelligence.  So far, the virus is

doing exactly what it should be doing; humans seem to think they are above nature and have a hard time accepting reality.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 'virus', if it's real & not just a boogey-man to herd people to the deathshot, control shots & techniques....was no more

randomly evolved than the shot.  The strongest do not survive in a worldly, lawless & godless environment of the jungle....the

most evil do, until they either destroy everything & themselves.....or God's long-suffering comes to an end, & he steps in with

judgment.  Every 'realist' who lies to themselves about the nature of the world, themselves, truth and God meets truth in the end

anyways....and the Hell they chose.  Even the highest up, deepest in, black & white Jannes and Jambres antichrist gameplayers

who think they are using the rod of God with skill, creating their own way, steering with consummate Jesuit-Sun Tzu

Dragonish-Serpentine skill are only manifesting & achieving their own condemnation & damnation.   They are without excuse.

 Without peace.  And without hope.  All they have is now, and even that they deYle & befoul with their bitterness & 'superior' skills

of wickedness & exploitation, merchandising.  They can destroy & tear down, steal & kill, rearrange ....but they cannot create,

build or give life.  They can't even save their own lives & souls in the end.  

What's that worth? Creating their very own Hell on earth where they can trust no one, & have no hope in God...only seeing &

suspecting their own selYshness & deceit mistaken for 'strength' and 'wisdom' in every potential relationship they might enjoy

otherwise.  Have at it: the FOOL hath said in his heart there is no God.  And akin to that folly is the one that believes Satan's 3

lies: doubt God's word (he isn't holy or truth, & doesn't mean what he says...what is truth?); ye shall not surely  die; and 'ye shall

be as gods'  looking to men & the god of this world, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience for their 'hope'

and their 'salvation': the builders who have rejected the chief cornerstone.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree. Society has a skewed view of death. Had our elders escaped the snare of marketing they would have eaten for good

health throughout the decades thereby avoiding medications, surgeries and much illness. However here we are with a top heavy

group of ill and incapacitated middle aged and elderly ripe for the grim reapers picking. Nature with the help of [continued]

corruption is cleaning house.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The EGO and narcissism of man is real and devastating
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Darwinism through Marxism
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, it is social Darwinism (Spencer, 1898). The NIH published a study in 2008, co-authored by Fuxxi, revealing that 95% of

the 1918 victims died of bacterial pneumonia, as a result of the muzzles...
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your intellectual response resting upon the false science behind Darwin's theory will get you nor anyone else no place fast. It is

not love to be careless over weaker folks lives. Darwinian theory is a godless, loveless, inept theory based on a callous atheism.

But human beings, both weak and strong, have lives that are valuable to them and others. Whether they live or die based on

choosing wisely or succumbing to tyrannical rules is important. Do you believe the mandates are acceptable? If you support

such mandates are you not causing some to die unnecessarily. I do not know how many stories I've read of those who saw

loved ones or friends pressured into getting the vaccine and now they are injured or dead.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine that is intended to eliminate the population.   If anyone really believes Biden and the rest of the nazi whores got this

vaccine then you are a retard.   Prepare for the Gestapo to come for you and me.
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deanna125
Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM
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My son just called me that my ex is in the hospital with blood clots in his lungs and legs. He had two doses of the "vaccine" in

the spring. And he knew better. He wanted to be able to Ly even though it was not yet a requirement.
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e_g5680
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Not being American, I have no say in American politics.  However, I truly disliked Trump as a person, a more vulgar, childish, corrupt

person, chest-beating - I had never seen.  I was looking forward to Biden entering the presidency.  I am totally dismayed at the result.  I

am dismayed at the corruption of all US health agencies.  The US has become a fascist country.  Science is supposed to be open

debate on what scientists believe and see in their research.  The silencing of opposing thoughts is anti-science and anti-human.  How

on earth have we turned into nazi Germany of the 1930’s?

What’s even worse, is that mainstream media is ignoring this.  Every news company, every hospital, every health dept of government

world-wide is bought and paid for.  Dr. Judy Michowits is a breath of fresh air and extremely  courageous.  I wish more educated

scientists (yes, I know there are quite a few) agree with her.  Yes, I know that the German lawyer Fuellmich is working hard.  I am just

praying and hoping that sanity will survive.  I Ynd it so sad that people in general do not see this.  Yes, I do understand that they listen

to mainstream media, even I do, but scoff.  I guess my previous interest in health has led me to a path of seeking information

elsewhere, I’m certainly not Ynding it on CNN.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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If you want to understand this fully, read the King James Bible...and consider F. Tupper Saussy's 'Rulers of Evil' for some

evidenced, forensic history revealing how & who God allowed to rule from the shadows to the extent which men denying the

whole of truth implicating them, personally & individually, as part of the problem of sin, responsible & accountable before

God....without hope without his pardon & salvation, allowed it.  Truth & conscience, with the word of God, are the keys....by the

grace of God, & in spite of men & self-righteousness, & every good intention apart from them....those holding & working them

being insuicient & fallen & corruptible themselves.
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e_g5680, Republicans and Democrats are two sides of the same Statist coin.  Trump is a Statist who leans to the right. When I

heard his Yrst campaign speech, it was if I was hearing Benito Mussolini and Rafael Trujillo (dictator of The Dominican Republic

1930-1961) speaking as one.  Biden is a Statist who leans to the left.  The price of Statism are all of one's legitimate individual

rights. Mask and "vaccine" mandates, forced business closings, lockdowns, and social distancing diktats are all explicit attacks

upon every human being's rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and all other legitimate rights (private

property rights, freedom of peaceful assembly, etc.).
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Trump wasn't as bad as the media made him out to be. I watched all of his press conferences. One America News (OAN) aired

all of them live from start to Ynish. No other network did this. His press conferences were never shorter than 30 minutes and

many of them were over an hour long. He took questions from ALL of the networks! The next day the other networks would take

little one-liners they could hack and distort and put a spin on. Then they would send that across the world 12 to 36 hours later. If

you watched any of his press conferences in full/live you would have been furious to see/hear what the other FAKE NEWS

networks were saying that he said (like drinking bleach/that never happened).

It was so disturbing, my wife who is a registered Democrat voted for Donald Trump. She has never voted Republican before. But,

if all your news is from MSM you wouldn't know any of this. That is why I predicted he would lose. If 99% of all the news

networks are in lockstep to smear someone they will succeed at smearing. OAN was the only TV news channel/network that

 just reported the news and didn't put a spin on anything. There was one other channel that did like OAN, but they are gone now.

Even Fox was guilty of this.  While I never cared for Trump and never watched the "Apprentice", I liked his policies and ways of

thinking WAY MORE than Slow Joe Biden's. I guarantee you, Biden has to have someone help him get dressed every morning. He

can't pick out what shirt to wear even though they are all the same color.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the Theater of the Absurd ~ the dramatis personae are the medical lack of fraternity and the SUCKERS who believe that Modern

Managed Medicine is a program of altruistic driven moral imperatives ~ as Pete Seeger notes in his song "where have all the Lowers

gone?" ~ his response to this rhetorical question is "WHEN WILL THEY EVER LEARN?" ~ never give a ZOMBIE an even break is the

MORAL IMPERATIVE that rules the Zombie Cultural milieu ~ this is the premeditated BUTCHERY that that has become standard

protocols of care ~ this whole false narrative is a resurrection of the Nazi code of DEVIL WORSHIP ~ "the more it changes the more it

stays the same"
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi Stan this is what happens to zombies that get vaccinated. Drs. David John Sorenson and Vladimir Zelenko have released a

new report suggesting that millions of people have already died from the Wuhan coronavirus “vaccines”. "The Vaccine Death

Report," as they call it, sticks strictly to solid facts. There are no unsubstantiated claims and the data presented is clear and

veriYable. All associated references are included for proper peer review. "The data shows that we are currently witnessing the

largest organized mass murder in the history of our world," the report states. “The gravity of this situation forces us to ask

ourselves this critical question: will we stand up in defense of billions of innocent people? Or will we allow personal gain over

justice and be accomplices? principia-scientiYc.com/the-vaccine-death-report  ~ twitter.com/.../1389723979116601346
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thank you Gui here nis a summary of the article. VAERS published 16,000+ deaths and 450,000+ adverse events, as of August

28, 2021. CDC fraud expert says that number of deaths is at least Yve times higher150,000 reports have been rejected or

scrubbed by the VAERS system. The actual number of anaphylaxis is 50 to 120 times higher than claimed by the CDC.

Vaccinated people who die within two weeks, are not listed as vaccine deaths. Moderna received over 300,000 reports of

adverse events in only three months-time.

The Lazarus Report shows that only 1% of adverse events is being reported by the public. The majority of the population is not

aware of the existence of systems where they can report vaccine adverse events. Aggressive censorship and propaganda told

the public that adverse events are rare, causing people to not understand how their health problems stem from past injections.

The shaming and blaming of medical professionals who say anything against the vaccines, cause many in the medical

community to avoid reporting adverse events. The fear of being held accountable after administering an injection that killed or

disabled patients, further prevents medical personnel from reporting it

Having accepted Ynancial incentives to promote, and administer the covid vaccines, also stops medical personnel from

reporting adverse events. ProYt driven vaccine manufacturers have every reason not to report the destruction their untested

experimental products are causing 250,000+ Facebook users comment about vaccine deaths and serious injuries. Nurses and

doctors testify how their hospitals are hiding vaccine injuries.
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"this whole false narrative is a resurrection of the Nazi code of DEVIL WORSHIP". Sad, but true!
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H Stanleybecker and everyone -

This is also fairly recent - from the Ohio attorney who had Yled the frontline doctor's federal stay of execution lawsuit in June

2021 - ATTORNEY THOMAS RENZ "We Got Them. Fact Check This!" ALL NEW WHISTLEBLOWER INFO -

www.bitchute.com/.../NUOX542gu4Wi
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Jim, the nazi code didn't have to be resurrected.  It just moved to the UK, South America and the US after WW2 and has been

working diligently "behind" the scene, in my opinion.
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Two recent videos sum up most of what's happening on the medical front:

- 1. "Dr. Ardis interviews Dr. Ryan Cole,..."  - vokalnow.com/.../4306  - mid-september interview, best part is near the end. Remdisivir

was the worst performing drug used in the Ebola trials and its use is killing people in hospital as it attacks the kidneys. Current vaccine

is  not highly effective for the Delta variant, go Ygure why the government would mandate a seriously out-of-date shot???  

- - 2. Yet another brief Stew Peters show - "DR MADEJ FIRST US LAB EXAMINES VIALS OF V@X WITH HORRIFIC FINDINGS" -

www.bitchute.com/.../Ge7nzerrGw8S  - not for the faint of heart! Carrie shares microscope images, their Yndings are more or less in

line with those shown in the German research lab on Sept 22.
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Hi ROSE, biological weapons called vaccines do nothing but cause disease and death, their supposed protection diminishes in a

short time. In total, more than 2,000 healthcare employees have been included in the Community Study, which aims to learn

more about immunity after COVID-19 and the effect of vaccines, as immunity wears off rapidly. For people vaccinated with

PYzer who have not had COVID-19, antibody levels were cut in half after just three months. After seven months, only 15 percent

of the original levels remained, a decrease of 85 percent, national broadcaster SVT reported.

Because the staff who received the AstraZeneca vaccine received the booster shot later, the researchers were only able to

follow them for three months. However, the decline was even more pronounced. After just three months, the people vaccinated

with AstraZeneca had only a Yfth of the antibody levels vaccinated with PYzer.

sputniknews.com/20210930/antibodies-in-fully-vaxxed-with-pYzer-astraz..
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Thanks Gui, And 18 months plus into this theatrical event, everyone is still focuses on antibody levels, when it is an effective

T-cell response that handles this and many other virus'?
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Thanks for the links Real!
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How many ICU beds are in the average hospital? 2 for a small hospital and maybe 10 for a large city hospital?

I had Covid in December 2019.  I was not afraid because I wasn't brainwashed  to be scared.  Never considered a doctor visit or ER

evaluation. 55 years on Lymethyme taught me doctors scoff at bioweapon victims. Best learn to take care of yourself.
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Els7211

Yes you're right -  best to take care of yourself. Follow Dr Mercolas advice "take control of your health"
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AMEN!
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els7211,  Right on and remember what was so made fun of is the Ivermectin still $8.00 at farm stores and Co- ops in a paste. It

has been used for a long time in animals and humans for a lot of years with no side effects or deaths. Only thing wrong with it is

its sticky and bitter. Mix with apple sauce to tame both. We always put it on the tongue of all animals and humans once a year,

watched the head shaking until they got it all swallowed and in a few days it was amazing how bumps, pimples, cleared up,

stopped all insect bites, and most noticeable was how the hair shined and became beautiful.  Only reason it is named only for

animals is those farm stores do not qualify, licensed, to sell human medicines.  Need to have some on hand just in case.
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Before he consigns an individual to hell for eternity, Satan Yrst blinds - and we can see that blinding among some medical care

workers who are going along with murder - lets call it what it is.  They are caught up in the moment and being led straight to hell. This

entire hoax was years in the making.  They used Hollyweird to corrupt the morals of generations of people. Don't fall into bystander

apathy.  Sometimes all it takes is one person to speak up in the face of evil. Silence is interpreted as assent. Revelation 14:11 - And

the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image,

and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
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The worst thing is that the history that is repeating in front of our eyes is within living memory of the last cycle of crimes against

humanity. The tactics are straight out of the Nazi playbook, so there is absolutely no excuse to let it play out. The tactics are basically

identical. As has been the case throughout history, the atrocities from one cycle to another often become worse than the previous

cycle of atrocities. The *** may even come to be relatively tame by comparison with what may well be unfolding. In terms of sheer

numbers, it is more than likely that the "vaccine" will kill far, far more than the *** and Communists put together.
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We keep using the Nazi playbook. This poisoning of others to take over what they have goes way back before. Remember

Scarlet Fever soaked blankets to Native Americans (Indians).  Some diseases in the past were purposefully used but in most

cases those civilizations that traveled the world brought with them immunity they alone had built up in their country and just by

being near those from another country, newly discovered, that had never experienced this so they became sick with it and died.

It also worked both ways.
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Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM
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Wow, that AMA article is something else!
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PhillB
Joined On 2/11/2013 3:22:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Below is a link to a recent FAIR WORK COMMISSION appeal in Sydney, Australia bought by a aged care worker who claimed that she

was unfairly dismissed by her employer for refusing the employers requirement to get a Lu vaccine. Although the appellant lost the

appeal, in a lengthy argument the dissenting judge ( DEPUTY PRESIDENT DEAN) offered some interesting comments (from page 16 of

42) ... www.bitchute.com/.../3IdOA5UIKtCy  ~ www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/2021fwcfb6015.htm
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an excerpt from the link you provided.  "Further, we note we received a medical letter of support from you dated 27 April

2020 stating that you have a severe allergic reaction to the Lu shot. We advised you that a severe allergic reaction does not

qualify as a medical contraindication under the order and therefore the Lu vaccination was still available to you. We also

requested further information from you [sic] treating doctor. We have now received another medical letter of support from you

[Dr Mackay’s Letter of Support dated 1 July 2020] with more information stating that the medical contraindications are severe

facial swelling and rash lasting 10mths from vaccine. After considering the advice from the Chief Medical Oicer we take the

view that your medical contraindication is NOT a qualiYable medical contraindication and therefore Clause 6(1) (a)-(c) of the

Order still applies.” "
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stolzy
Joined On 3/24/2011 1:26:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

we are now in a chemical warfare and this is just the beginning of Jacob's troubles spoken by Jeremiah the prophet it is going to

worse

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/2/2021 10:16:40 AM
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BillBillBill
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:22:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The new Merck pill: the US just purchased 1.7 pills for  $1.2 Billion = $705 per pill.  What's Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermectin cost per

pill - pretty cheap of CDC/Fauci released their restrictions.  Must the MONEY - it certainly isn't saving lives!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/1/2021 7:41:08 PM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The American mind

simply has not realized the evil which has been introduced into our midst. It rejects even the assumption that human creatures could

espouse a philosophy which must ultimately destroy all that is good and decent.” ~ J. Edgar Hoover ... Of course, I had to Ynd out more

information on this ... and it's quite interesting - this is about communism.  Oh, you don't say?  Hmmmm.....

 www.metabunk.org/threads/debunked-a-conspiracy-so-monstrous-he-cannot-..
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pledge of Allegiance was written by a Communist/socialist [Francis Bellamy, 1892]

This salute was used in government "schools" up until 1942:

duckduckgo.com/?q=bellamy+salute&t=brave&iax=images&ia=ima..
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EB2021
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:03:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What many media outlets are not addressing is that medical resources are under strain due to the enormous numbers of trained

medical staff either resigning or getting Yred for refusing the COVID jab" I saw a nurse report that "bed shortage" relates to the number

of available nurses, not the physical number of beds. The MSM have been utterly bought and paid for since Walter Duranty was shilling

for the NYT 100 years ago.
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Natenal
Joined On 3/27/2021 6:17:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“I am stuck. I am told you are absolutely not to use [ivermectin] under any circumstances whatsoever for somebody with COVID,

unless you don’t want to have a job. I’m not going to lose my job over this.” You're stuck if you don't have any ethics. "My job is more

important than your life," is not "stuck", it is immoral and evil.
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ebaymike66
Joined On 4/9/2013 10:31:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Gavin Newscum  just mandated all children in k-12 have to be injected with this poison or forget about in-person schooling. There

has never been a better time to home school children than now. It will be interesting to see how many cases of myocarditis and other

side effects emerge from this. I am glad my sister pulled my niece from public schools to be home schooled. My sister is very against

the vaccine as well as I am. She has a religious exemption ready to go if her employer says anything about it. I am self employed so I

have no worries yet but with Newscum as the governor who knows what other draconian crack downs are in the agenda.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the antiviral drug being given that is actually adding to the deaths.  it starts with an R  Remvitin or something like that. I

thought I read that phyzer was going to start allocating the drug Trump used, ivermectin to start being used. I keep seeing conLicting

reports on that.
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a little off topic, but my stomach turned when I read this about California going after school kids with shot mandate...

www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-10-01/newsom-sets-covid-vaccine-..
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Father wrote a speech today they will be reading at a rally today in Vancouver.  He used to be the leader of the province years ago.

(older now..) They wanted to remove the word 'communism' from the speech as it might be too controversial.   SERIOUSLY???.  If we

don't scare the crap out of people now it's over.  Time to throw some tables over in the temple and go for broke!.. Enough is enough

with pampering and sugar coating evil!!...
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malena519
Joined On 8/24/2020 8:34:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now they want to force ALL Kids in California to get the jabs…

www.sfgate.com/coronavirus/amp/Gavin-Newsom-mandate-COVID-vaccines-sch..
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This nurse is very brave to come out and speak. We need more like her.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our DNA is an antenna to universal consciousness.  These "scientists" and "healthcare experts" are trying to destroy and/or control the

antenna.   What consciousness will we then be attuned to??
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Step 1: replace the entire CDC with folks that do not have any conLicts of interest.  You just can't give good guidance with people that

have Ynancial conLicts.  Step 2: change the reporting to count things like breakthroughs   Step 3: have post Vax testing to ensure

everything going as it ideally should.  This should be on certain percentage of vaxed.   Checking NK cells would be very good for one.  

Step 4: move quickly to get all vax's to have liability to be a solid check and balance.  Emergency use should not be forever.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Booster shots put on hold? Early Autumn vaccination rates Lat? Standing on the precipice on whether infants and prepubescents

should get injected just yet? Better get the sales team, I mean the opinion writers, at the New York Times to scare up some new

customers!
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This will likely be removed shortly but this is the beginning of the offensive in Canada.   https://youtu.be/b8xY5qJ991I  Cheers, Bev
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without becoming or being a Christian, how can a nurse or doctor stand for very long without being crushed themselves by the

pressure or just Yred? Ethics without true religion, without Christianity, are just men's ideas of how to treat other people. But Christ has

written his mandates for that in his Bible. The catch is that one cannot follow them hardly at all without being born again. Our natures

are corrupt and Christ wants to give each human being a new nature, if they will repent of their sins and turn to Him. Without that new

nature and the strength that comes from walking with God, who can stand for what is right for very long without succumbing to the

pressure. Part of the Christian life is taking up the cross, willing to suffer for righteousness and for Christ; and there are great rewards

for those who do.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a piece posted 6 weeks ago with stories from front line nurses in Tucson, Arizona and the horrors caused by the jabs they've

witnessed.   secularheretic.substack.com/p/stories-from-the-front-line-of-vaccine
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The maYa is only a tool for controlling and exterminating the world's population.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is long but might wake up some of your sleeping family/friends.

awakecanada.org/the-complete-documentary-of-what-is-happening-in-this-..
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

e_g5680.  You have no say in American politics?  Why even bother to criticize Trump?  You say you dislike him as a person?  When

have you met him or spent time with him?  There have been a lot of lies re: him.   You were also misled about Biden and obviously you

did not do your research.  All of the conservatives knew years before that he would be a total disaster.  You also refer to we (U.S.).  Are

you really a foreigner?  And why do you care so much about American politics if you live in a different country especially as we are

going down like the Titanic, in every way, shape and form.  Maybe you should Ynd another country to look up to.  No, Trump was not

perfect; I freely admit I am not.  Read Candace Owens "Blackout" and see what she has to say about him.

On another note.  I get squeamish when I read these super prozelytizing posts.  People here have already made up their mind re: their

faith.  Some posts are encouraging but some are just surreal!  If you really want to make a difference introducing someone to God and

faith, try starting in your own neighborhood.  I know in mine there are plenty of materialistic lost.
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Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The link is to a particularly good example of propaganda intended to denigrate anyone who criticizes COVID vaccines and vaccination.

The publication claims to engage in muckraking. I'm unable to Ynd any objective information with warnings about the dangers of

vaccines anywhere at the website, so it appears to be a completely pro-vax website.

www.counterpunch.org/2021/10/01/trust-no-one-anti-vax-meeting-devolves..
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IICapn
Joined On 12/22/2020 8:16:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who try and Ynd some universal basis for respecting human dignity without direct appeal to orthodox Christianity, will fail

miserably. Want a great idea for understanding how to uphold dignity of man? Study the ancient councils of the Church. Almost

everything fought for in the Ecumenical Councils is directly related to an anthropology that believes humans are capable of becoming

gods, always as creatures, as such, they deserve respect and are not disposable.
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Christ comes to defeat that which stands in the way; Satan, sins, death. Sin is that which keeps you from becoming what you were

meant to be. It is not bare morality or bare regulation of behavior. Condemning sin, originally, was the same thing as banning things

which kept you from who you were destined to become in family with God. Satan binds the will in fear of death, and death, with death,

is the cause of every pathology known to man. Sin is ultimately cooperation/union/participation in death, as this is the will of Satan,

that humanity die.

What was the goal of Satan in the garden (whatever you make of that historically), in the story? To kill man. After death is introduced in

the story, Cain's jealousy (caused by fear, death and suggestion by Satan) gets Abel murdered. Satan's initial goal of ending the

humanity project was thwarted in Genesis by the continuation of offspring. So, he improvises, and humanity through fear of death, fear

of not surviving, fear that God is not good, cooperates in the lie for their survival which ultimately leads to death.

Evil genius is not a compliment, but it is impressive. Liberation from fear, death, sins, Satan - won for us in the work of Christ - is so

that - you may become "fully human" - divinized humanity. This potentiality is the basis in part for humanity being in the Image of God.

If we are all destined to become holy ones with God, which one of us can be eliminated or denied respect? None. Now, try this out with

any other system, not the same result.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I linked a September 17 , 2021 video very similar to today's top story in these comments yesterday, which greatly reinforces today's top

story. Worth repeating for you who missed it. rumble.com/vmncez-these-patients-deserve-to-be-heard-vaers-whistleblow..        Just

corrected this to show correct date as 2021 and not 2001.
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM
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In the old-old days, doctors were more indepdent from the economic forces that we see at play now.  When malpractice insurance

costs rose (among other things), many mainstream doctors joined medical groups and hospitals. More and more medical groups and

hospitals became beholden to insurance companies, MEDICARE, and other entities who all together created what is referred to as

“standard of care.” Standard of care is NOT individualized medicine, but a one-size Yts all proclamation for recommended tests,

pharmaceuticals and shots under the guise of “the greater good.”

How many of you have been to the doctor and been told you need this or that (test, Rx, etc) because it’s a “standard of care” practice?

Or asked data collection questions outside the scope of the health visit because it’s “standard of care” practice? And people have

WILLINGLY participated because they know no other way to have their health needs met and besides, their insurance will pay for it. It’s

not easy to say no to a doctor or refuse a test, Rx, etc. It’s not easy to stand up for one’s own (or your children’s) medical autonomy and

dignity, especially when the doctors appear vastly superior.  

More and more I see mainstream doctors as nothing more than minions of a larger economic engine. Many doctor’s and nurses are

well-meaning, but functionally clueless. Some have a clue about what they are participating in and that makes them evil. Medical

tyranny and enslavement has been going on in the US since post WWII, so why do we keep acting surprised? Why do people keeping

making choices based on what their insurance will pay for?
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jamNjim
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Yep! Perfect example is the current "standard" biometric screening where they check your glucose, blood pressure, triglycerides,

and cholesterol. Your Yne up until your 30's and that's when your cholesterol begins to increase. That is a beginning signs of

INSULIN RESISTANCE. Do they check fasting insulin? NO!!!!!!!! They take you down this rabbit hole instead where the outcome is

always the same. You gain more weight, blood pressure goes higher, and cholesterol goes higher and all because they never

check fasting insulin levels. By your 40's you are are probably on a statin and deYnitely by your 50's.

Then the day comes when they tell you your fasting glucose is too high and diagnose you with type-2 diabetes. For most people

this process is  over 20 years in the making and only one test was needed to prevent it from happening and that's a fasting

insulin test. Most people that become type-2 diabetic by age 50 had warning signs when they were less than 25 years old. A

annual fasting insulin test would have been all they needed to PREVENT the high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and type-2

diabetes diseases. That means the medical system would LOSE MONEY! All the stuff they check you for and call "PREVENTIVE"

medicine is smoke and mirrors. It's total BS! Just walk away from the medical system
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Joined On 12/22/2020 8:16:23 AM
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This article shows why, trying to live in a secular society that also upholds what amounts to Christian anthropology, is eventually

impossible.  You must have the following for real respect for humanity: The God-man, Jesus Christ, who assumes full humanity so that

humanity can become deiYed. He has to be everything we are so that God can be known/shown to be, fully identiYable with the human

experience. Christ undoes the fallout of Adam/Babel/Israel's failing/Gentile idolatry, personal sins - as the God-Man. The Incarnation is

the elevation of man, because Christ is man, He lifts up humanity to its intended estimation/teleology.

Connected, is the Image of God, which is more than just sharing attributes with God like free will, but deYnitely includes free will. God's

intention for man is that he Image God, become deiYed, yet always as a creature. There is a teleology to man, that he fulYll his destiny

or potential. Potentiality to become a god, a Saint, a holy one - is in large part the basis for respecting human dignity. Make man a

mosquito and this imagination is ruined. So, you have an ideal for what man could/should be, a Saint, a god, a co-participant in the

work of God, and you have the inherent Image of God in every man, and you have Christ, the God-man, who assumes all that we are

that we may become all that He is, always as creatures dependent on Him. This is just basic Orthodox Christianity.

Remove or distort this vision, and freedom is gone, mosquitoes and men are equals, people are literal garbage. For example, distort

the vision with an intrusion, if you believe God really has no free will, man will be considered determined just as God is determined. Or,

make it possible that some do not inherently have the Image of God or the teleology or that Christ did not come for them, and you can

have slavery or genocide. The backbone of freedom is Christian anthropology based on Christian soteriology, they are intertwined, you

really can't separate them
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My hospital is full of very sick people of all ages. Few true covid. RN' do not ask if the patient is fully vaxed. Noone puts current

conditions of organ falure , neurological conditions and brain  swelling to the vax , maybe they dont dare. Childrens hospital full and we

get the overLow but none of the children have covid. We are serverly understaffed, which contributes to being full because if you dont

have staff you cant have patients. Patients wait for placement in nursing homes and or rehabs but there is a staff shortage there as

well. One must wonder what is happening to our medical system. I feel it is imploding and very much helter skelter.
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Sounds like China has released another pandemic. The problem with the medical system right now is the Idiot at the White

House mandating what you put in your body. Now the very people that know how toxic these vaccines are have to inject

themselves with the same poison they have been sticking in all of their faithful patients for the past 9 months. I have very little

sympathy for them. The medical system is the same today as it was 50 years ago. Due to the pandemic some people are Ynally

waking up and Yguring it out.
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Video is poorly done, needs to be edited much more eiciently, repeating the same bits of information cheapens the argument.  She's

an obviously courageous woman watching a clownshow and Ynally has had enough and stepped forward.  Hopefully thousands more

will and Big Drug, the FDA, NIH etc will get their comeuppance.  Wakey wakey people, stop drinking the kool-aid these organizations

are making you drink!
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We all must support this beautiful soul! I found out about her a while ago from project Veritas. Thank you Doctor Mercola, My family

and I have loved you for years+++ Ñamaste
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THANK YOU DR MERCOLA!  We need more people like you who speaks the truth!  It is shameful what is happening to our great

Country!  God bless you

🙏
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This ‘thing’ that we have been dealing with for way too long, Yt the deYning characteristics of genocide long ago. Is this not just icing

on the deYnition? Yesterday in the news there was a story of woman who, at the time, was not even an adult; but worked at one of the

German camps, so she was being tried for just having knowledge of the going’s on at the camp. Now should the world ever snap out of

this hypnotic state its in, what crimes would health care workers be held accountable for, for actually knowing they are killing

patient’s? The hardest thing yo comprehend is they continue to do so for fear of losing employment. Reminds me of a song, Alices

Restaurant, “You want me to KILL, KILL, KILL …” Where you at Arlo, we need another song?
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Doctors and nurses that I know, to whom I recently spoke, consistently stated two things: 1) That the hospitals are NOT overrun with

patients, the hospitals are UNDERSTAFFED due to medical professionals quitting or being Yred, and 2) They do not ask the patient's

vaccination status when they are being admitted into the hospital. If the person was vaccinated within the same medical group as the

hospital, it will automatically show up in their Mychart as vaxxed. If they were vaccinated at Walgreens/CVS, etc.. and they did not

know to upload their vax status onto the Mychart system, then they are seen as unvaccinated, even though they had been "fully"

vaxxed. Some of the nurses are recognizing this and are beginning to ask the person while they are working on them.
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I personally know these things you state are true as well.  The proud think they're being the 'survivors' and 'helping nature out' by

killing off those they see themselves self-righteously superior to.  Serving the Curse as fools!  Rejecting truth with the only

remedy.  God will not endure that forever, even if he uses such reprobates as a rod of chastisement for the disobedient &

apathetic.  Barring repentance with acknowledgment of the truth, their need & unrighteousness, the righteousness of God &

mercy of his provision in Christ:  they will end with the master they serve & receive an earned share in his 'inheritance'.  Matthew

25:41 & Isaiah 14 KJB.  

Instead of an unmerited share in the inheritance of the Son of the Godhead, the Lord Jesus Christ (The mighty God, the

everlasting Father, the Prince of peace...triune, yet one person,  as man created in his image with body, soul & spirit yet speaking

& acting amongst those parts of his being is one person.  Men having free will conscientious choice preserved only by the grace

of that same God & Light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world, & enabling them to receive salvation by faith in the

written word of God, the preserved King James Bible Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures.)  

....Instead of that, they willfully receive the fruit of their own doings & the vain, idolatrous lie they worshipped & received without

excuse.  John 1,3 & 8; Isaiah 14; Ephesians and Matthew 25:41; Revelation 12-22 KJB. Rome enslaves, with every related

fornicating cult of men & devils she rides:  the real Jesus, according to the scriptures, saves.   Revelation 17&18; 2 Peter 2;

versus 1 Corinthians 15 & John 1,3 & 8 KJB.  Romans 10:17; 1 Peter 1 KJB.
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This article gives me hope!  I didn’t realize that so many healthcare workers are sacriYcing their jobs to stand with their conscience.

They are heroes! There’s more awake and courageous people in this pandemic than I realized. I wish these healthcare workers would

form an association for the purpose of making their collective voices stronger and louder. If the American public were to hear their

message, it would surely have a tremendous impact to empower the nation to resist the authoritarian powers on the rise.
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Do you think it would help if we donated money to these key people, so if they lost their jobs due to exposing the corruption, we

could Ynd more whistleblowers.  On the other hand, could this result in fraudulent behaviour, if they got a Ynancial incentive.

 Money is a very dangerous thing these days.
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E_G 5680: I think your idea is so worthy. I’d worry about donating to a GoFund account. But...If a non-proYt association were set

up, we could donate to it. And it could perhaps Ynancially support healthcare (and other) workers who they verify we’re forced to

quit out of a conscientious objection to mandates. Perhaps a requirement for Ynancial support would be that the workers speak

out and volunteer with the organization to bring the message to the wider public. I would love to support such an organization in

any way I can.
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I think they are more afraid of the consequences from the vaccine than they are of the consequences of being out of work.
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E_G 5680: It's a very good idea. However I would not trust any organization nowadays. It's preferable for each of us, at least,

help individually the nurses that we have known thru our life, and who ALREADY are off their jobs, so we would not be the ones

to be considered accountable to encouraging them to leave their jobs.
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I was AMAZED to see that mainstream media 2 days ago on the 6 p.m. news in Australia, interviewed a nurse, with her identity hidden,

saying she will not take the mandated vaccine and will resign. She said she's seen horriYc injuries from the Covid vaccine, which are

not being reported and being dismissed.
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You know it's bad when people that took the oath to serve and protect resign. These nurses know something the rest of us don't

and they are scared to death! The top 2 FDA oicials resigned over all of this vaccine BS. They obviously had more to lose by

staying there so they quit! That's a giant red Lag!
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US based hospitals are reimbursed from medicare based on how big they are (how many beds).  This started years ago when I was a

shift supervisor.  It makes sense in that smaller hospitals do not get large volume discounts.  The problem, is that it also cuts staff.  I

was a supervisor for 9 years and staff was cut on my shift 50%.  Every time I complained I was told "we no longer staff for what ifs."

 This long term skeleton staing is a big part of the problem in my opinion.  It does not allow for long term surges as long term surges

are a what if.
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"Are hospitalized patients there for reasons other than COVID and simply happen to test positive using faulty PCR testing?" A friend of

mine in Florida went to an Urgent Care Center. They did four tests to determine that she had COVID. [The Yrst three tests results were

negative.] She was told to go to a hospital. She stayed in the hospital for one week and was given a cocktail of intravenous medicine

and on steroids. She had a doctor who said it was "just Yne" that she didn't want a COVID "vaccine". She was dismissed from the

hospital, wasn't given a positive or negative test, wasn't told to quarantine and the doctor wouldn't tell her whether she had COVID or a
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bad case of the Lu. I'm sure she was listed as a COVID patient even though she most likely had a bad case of the Lu. Would the doctor

have gotten in trouble if he'd told her she had the Lu?
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Guillermo the list of symptoms sounds a lot like EBV Epstein Barre Reactivation. Perhaps the vaccine is activating this horriYc viral

bioweapon present in most of the population. More aggressive strains of EBV cause all of those symptoms, life long suffering and

doesn't go away.
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Primare, non nocere. The Yrst law of medicine. Guillermo, thanks for the excellent explanation.
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Yes, Almond, quite the opposite is happening with the medical tyranny of BigPharma and government institutions. - The

expression "Yrst do no harm," which is a Latin phrase, is not part of the original or modern versions of the Hippocratic oath,

which was originally written in Greek. - The Hippocratic oath, written in the 5th century BCE, does contain language suggesting

that the physician and his assistants should not cause physical or moral harm to a patient. - The Yrst known published version

of "do no harm" dates to medical texts from the mid-19th century, and is attributed to the 17th century English physician

Thomas Sydenham.

Hippocratic Oath in Modern Usage “I will follow that system of regimen which, according to my ability and judgment, I consider

for the beneYt of my patients, and abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischievous. I will give no deadly medicine to

anyone if asked, nor suggest any such counsel, and in like manner I will not give to a woman a pessary to produce abortion.” Is

considered to be the more likely source of the popular saying. Consider this quote: “The physician must be able to tell the

antecedents, know the present, and foretell the future — must mediate these things, and have two special objects in view with

regard to disease, namely, to do good or to do no harm.” www.thoughtco.com/Yrst-do-no-harm-hippocratic-oath-118780
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For a daily dose of truth amid the lies: sonsoLibertymedia.com/autopsies-of-the-vaxxed-dead-shows-the-war-on-t..
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miguelvalente
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amazing work you are doing, i am passing your information to all my friends that still think...
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Hey, can someone explain to me why there's so many fewer comments here lately?
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I noticed that as well.
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Yesterday in the Yrst report of Dr. Mercola almost 300 comments, 4 days ago more than 400 comments
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Someone asked that question yesterday. Was it you? Did you check yesterday's numbers today? That article is still up and it has

277 replies which is more than average, not less. This article is only 8 hours old and already has 94 comments. These numbers

may seam low as of lately, but I've been on  this forum  13 years and 277 replies is way over the average. I would guestimate the

average daily replies to be somewhere around 150. I'm sure today will break 300.
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Oh well, looks like a low turnout today. Only 197 as of now. I thought it would be closer to 300, but it is still higher than average.
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en.wikipedia.org/.../Project_Veritas
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Who the hell is still using Wikipedia eh? Again, all mainstream is loaded with poison pens and deceiptful writing. They will not

survive no matter how much money is tossed in their direction to "promote an out of date" shot!!
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rose, I use Wikipedia as ONE source of information ~ I apply critical thinking and cut through the bias and prejudice like a sweep

of Ockham's razor ~ this is not diicult when you have an OPEN mind and a Lexible attitude
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Stanley, yes, if you have background experience AND critical thinking, but it takes extra time to compare their info to other, often

better information. I look at it as a "time suck" now.
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Sorry, folks, we're screwed. As a people we've allowed this rot and corruption to prevail...hellz bellz too many (who should have known

better) have participated and proYted from it. It's time to get right with the Creator. This, my friends, is your last chance.
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It was always time to be right with the Creator, but it often happens that you are reminded when it seems that the fantasy of

being a god yourself ... fails! In the meantime, attention is still being paid to whatever sustains the self-suicient fantasy ... a

little bit more. Until the time is up.
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Yup, the show should have been stopped by refusing to be muzzled.
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As this very courageous whistleblower says, her faith is on God alone. All Christian moral theology screams out what is permissive

and what is not. What we are seeing is a corrupted science for a satanic end. This is a preternatural last battle of Satan against the

Almighty Godhead. It is not just a crime against humanity it is above all an attack on the Triune God. The good who oppose this evil

will Ynd everlasting life with their saviour, the bad will burn in Yre for ever. It is that stark and simple. The Apocalypse has begun. Stand

fast in the faith of Almighty God. Catholics pray the Holy Rosary every day as commanded by Our Lady at Fatima. The pope is an

antipope as is the president is an anti president, both created by the deep state. Jesus Christ said I am the Way, the Truth and the Life.

Our battle is one of our souls. The appearance of the antichrist is nigh. We know that God will prevail. Vivat Christus Rex!
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paultdale, John 18, 33-37. You say it: I am king. At that time Pilate asked Jesus: “Are you the king of the Jews?" Jesus replied:

«Are you saying that on your own or have you been others said about me? » Pilate replied, "Am I a Jew? You the people and the

high priests have handed you over to me. What have you done?" Jesus replied: «My Kingdom is not of this world. If my Realm

out of this world, my followers would have fought to that it did not fall into the hands of the Jews. But no, my Kingdom is not

from here. Pilate said to him: So are you king? Jesus answered him: «You say it: I am King. I was born and came into the world

To be a witness to the truth Everyone who is of the truth listens to my voice ».

The Jewish people had been waiting for centuries for the arrival of the Messiah and his messianic kingdom. But most of the

Israelites thought of the Messiah as a King political, terrain and nationalist. Instead, Jesus categorically rejects this worldly

concept of his messianism of him. His kingdom is built in this world, but it has nothing to do with kingdoms. earthly. On several

occasions they want to proclaim him king, but each time Jesus hides. He declares himself king only when this statement no

longer causes any danger. He is Alone, a prisoner, his hands tied behind his back, crowned with thorns, before Pilate: "You say

so, I am king."

And, furthermore, he wants to explain forever: “My kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom were out of this world, my guard

would have fought not to fall into the hands of the Jews. But my kingdom is not from here". Jesus does not compete with any

human power, because He is King of the men on another higher level. On another occasion he tells us, in what sense does he

understand his royalty: “The kings of the nations tyrannize them and are called benefactors. But I am not: I am in the midst of

you as the one who serves”. Father Nicolás Schwizer, Schoenstatt Fathers Institute
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Hold Fast!  Stand Firm!  Can’t you hear their slander, their lies?    Their words are like poison-tipped arrows shot from the

shadows. They are unafraid and have no fear of consequences. They persist with their evil plans and plot together to hide their

traps. They boast, “No one can see us or stop us!” They search out opportunities to pervert justice as they plan the “perfect

crime.” How unsearchable is their endless evil! They try desperately to hide the deep darkness of their hearts.[a] But all the while

God has his own Yre-tipped arrows! Suddenly, without warning, they will be pierced and struck down. Staggering backward, they

will be destroyed by the very ones they spoke against. All who see this will view them with scorn. Then all will stand awestruck

over what God has done, seeing how he vindicated the victims of these crimes. The lovers of God will be glad, rejoicing in the

Lord. They will be found in his glorious wraparound presence, singing songs of praise to God!  Psalm 64 The Passion

Translation
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/// Jesus Christ, our King and God, places himself at the service of men throughout his earthly life from him. And he is the King

of the world, because he has loved the world so much that he has given his life on the cross. Christ has not succeeded except

through failure, suffering, and death. The mount of Calvary is his investiture as King, the cross his makeshift throne, the crown

of thorns his insignia. And so says the inscription on the cross: “This is the King of the Jews". Although the soldiers scoff and

the Jews are angry at this inscription, we we know that since then He is truly King.

The reign of Christ reaches its perfection in his resurrection and ascension. Because with them Jesus gloriYes himself as

Creator and Lord of the world. Since then he is seated at the right hand of the Father on his throne and exercises his universal

reign over all beings. This is what the Yrst (Daniel 7, 13-14) and the second (Revelation 1, 5-8) readings, when they present to us

the kingship of Christ over the created and redeemed world. This feast of Christ the King also illuminates the Christian

condition of all of us. Because the example of Christ is valid for every Christian. That is why he tells us in his Gospel: "Whoever

wants to be great among you, let him become your servant, and whoever wants be the Yrst among you, that he be the servant of

all”.

Thus all Christian authority imitates that of Christ. The primacy of the Pope is a primacy of function and service. The most

beautiful title of the Popes is that of “Servant of the servants of God ”. And our Holy Father John Paul II was so loved because

he He manifested as Good Shepherd, as a servant who loves and respects all men. Also the Church - and with her all the

representatives of her - knows that he is at the service Men's. He knows that he has come, like his Master, not to dominate but

to serve. And so he is renouncing more and more all earthly power, to exercise only the power of the love.
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The spirit of the Antichrist has been with us for a long time. We are in the tyranny of the corrupt elites who want to replace man

with humanides, beings created without a soul. All the ambition of this diabolical power are vaccines and depopulation. They

are the narcissistic and psychopathic Messiahs, who work hard to destroy humanity to make us slaves to their desires. “Who

opposes and stands up against everything that is called God or is an object of worship; so much so that he sits in the temple of

God as God, pretending to be God. " 2 Thessalonians 2: 4. We are in a techno-fascism that wants people without souls, its

intention is to replace God and send the Antichrist. The spirit of Antichrist will deny the need for God, and he will declare himself

the ruler of this world.

Biblical hope is an application of his faith that provides a conYdent expectation of the fulYllment of God's promises. Along with

faith and love, hope is part of the permanent characteristics in the life of a believer. “So we do not lose heart. Though our outer

self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by day. For this light momentary a�iction is preparing for us an eternal

weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the

things that are seen are transient, but the things that are unseen are et
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So, if Ivermectin (for parasites) might cure covid, then exactly what is in the vaccine shots?  Does anyone know?
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It's called mRNA. It programs your cells to produce a "spike protein" that mimics the spike protein on the Sars-CoV-2 virus. This

spike protein is a toxin you body makes antibodies against it. When the real virus that contains this spike protein inters the body

the antibodies are supposed to recognize it and neutralize the virus. It doesn't work. It is a failed vaccine. You are better off

using therapeutics and pharmaceuticals.
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trude
Joined On 12/7/2010 12:41:50 PM
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two questions:  1.  i am 76, one co morbidity (hypothyroid) & unvaxxed.  everything i read is elderly are in jeopardy...  how true??   2.

 what about sex with partner who is vaxxed?  have never seen this questiion asked.  i would appreciate any thoughts.  thank you
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KellyRiemerCusick
Joined On 8/18/2021 3:19:13 PM
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Can anyone here remind me about the name of the agreement between the BBC and some other major news organizations, which I

believe happened around November 10, to only publish coverage that's supportive of the injections?
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jessbbh
Joined On 10/1/2021 8:24:20 AM
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Can you provide a source for this? "The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also has two different sets of testing criteria,

depending on the patient’s vaccination status. Fully vaccinated individuals suspected of having contracted COVID-19 are to be tested

using a cycle threshold (CT) of 28 or less, whereas unvaccinated patients are to be tested using a CT of 40. Anything over 35 CTs has

been shown to produce 97% false positives,9 so this biased testing guidance is blatant in what it’s trying to achieve."
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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Wow. I am a born again believer just like every other born again believer. It's just that I had a salvation experience that 100% deposited

in me automatic and unstoppable consequence that I will fully transYgure upon emerging to do public ministry. In my spirit born of

God, I simply know things about spiritual science of miracle working power in dominion because I am preset as an apocalyptic

spiritual bioweapon of the Lord. But in my humanity, there is a lot I do not know. And, of course, ppl tend to cause me to feel

self-conscious when they react to my capacity to manifest visible glory of Heaven on earth and miracle working power quite

reLexively.

The scope of this COVID propaganda is sinking in. Also, it is beginning to sink in that the COVID shot is actually quite potentially

exclusively designed as a NWO bioweapon as a kill weapon that either kills quickly or slowly. But is designed to be a lethal injection.

No wonder I have heard the Lord call me to come out and physically annihilate the NWO on American soil while jointly releasing full

miraculous healing to all saints worldwide in transYguration glory. Truly appears "this is it": the incident I must emerge to address and

end for the Church of Philadelphia. In my humanity, what I know spiritually is increasingly "sinking in". My feet are moving. Truth bomb

#1 to introduce my ministry for public live in person ministry... is on the way. My enduement of power is at the 100% level. It's

impossible for my ministry to fail. It's a "God thing".
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Wow! ... if you wanted, you could advise NASA with all those medals you have. Don't make yourself beg. You should at least

know where the winter palaces are ...
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fundamentalassumptions
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You'd better pause to actually read that Book you claim your new birth as stemming from.  It shows a different end that puts the

end to man's vainglory & idolatry forever as Christ's return is necessary to keep them from destroying themselves & the earth

absolutely.  And even then,  after he restores the earth to Edenic conditions & reigns perfectly from Jerusalem for a thousand

years with Satan bound....there will STILL be those rebels found amongst those going into that time in untransformed,

ungloriYed Lesh rather than those risen like Christ & of the Yrst resurrection, when Satan is released brieLy & one last time to

try them.  

Again men will manifest their corruptibility & inability in their own fallen, Leshly state.....many will manifest their condition by

their free will choice to anchor their faith to him rather than to the Lord Jesus Christ, the mighty God, the everlasting Father, the

Prince of Peace....the express image of the Godhead as written.  Using the gift & grace of God to reject both!  Only then will this

fallen be utterly dissolved & done away with, & the perfect & eternal new heavens & earth come into which no sin, death or

suffering will ever enter.   I do not refer to corruptible & easily deceived experience alone.  Jeremiah 17 is true.  Nor do I refer to

the perver$ion$ evolved of men with their philosophies & traditions, & doctrines of devils obscuring the distinctives of Christ &

antichrist....but the Authorized English Version, the preserved word of God, commonly known as the King James Bible, the pure

Cambridge text.
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If you believe all of this. Fauci is the antichrist. Go end his life. Gates is the devil. He will go away (die) when Fauci dies.
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Unvaccinated mechanic and our friend who got infected with COVID that I mentioned in my last post died last night. He did text from

his bed to some members of his family that were unwilling to vaccinate to do so now. Please- this is no blogging -but please take

vaccination as soon as possible. I do know hundreds who have taken vaccinations and no one I know have died from it! And I heard

some have died who did not take vaccinations have died. And the this case of our friend drives the message home that vaccination is

important. Please do that right decision guys.
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He absolutely had comorbidities.   I want to see his whole health chart from his adult life, and then what his diet, water, stress

factors for his whole adult life was.  ????
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM
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No way! I know too many people who have had adverse reactions (almost dying) after taking this so called vaccination. So far

everyone I know including myself have came through Covid unscathed. Yes people will die just as they do with the Lu every

year. But to tell me to get vaccinated, no no and no. I'm sorry about your friend but to make it a blanket statement we should "all'

get vaccinated is no better than Biden and his worthless group spewing the same venom. NO thanks.
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Do what you think is right...If you want an extra one, take the one they made for me!
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